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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

REPUBLICAN CONVENTION LARGEST

FRIDAY OCTOBER

4, 1918

ternational relations he has ' shown He welcomed Judge Raynolds as the
and sheep of the parable who returned
singular
breadth of vision. I cannot speak to the fold, and
caused rejoicing
too strongly in behalf of Senator Heaven.
Fall.
Ben F. Pankej Honored
Faithfully yours,
Bernalillo yielding to Santa Pe,
THEODORE ROOSEVELT Thomas
Hughes took the chair while
Messrs. Montoya, Holt, Spiess es- Senator Catron nominated Honest
corted the speaker to the platform. Ben, the state builder, for lieutenant
Mr. Montoya introduced him as "the governor.
His election also was unnext Senator from New Mexico."
animous. Mr. Pankey accepted in a
A most rousingi address the purport short well chosen
speech, sayin "I
of which is carried in his concluding was never a candidate
for governor,
remark that he will not be a "rubber anyhow."
will
and
his
he
that
exercise
On motion of Charles Spiess the
stamp"
consititiitional right and will not be convention recessed
during the noon
dictated to in regard to his vote fromh mr.
any source.
Manuel Martinet for Secretary
A motion of H. B. Holt of Dona
It was .1 o'clock when the final
on
Thursday afternoon.
vocifcrouslv
Upon theess
rejected.
dcchr"'
chairman calIling attention to thej .V'
u "T",
mill .irl,
.n,e
as 11 o'clock. Secndino 1.",m,?.
h.hnt
tirl-e- t
"

OAS FAILS TO HALT "SUICIDE SQUAD"

EVER HELD IN NEW MEXICO PLACES
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WINNING TICKET BEFORE THE VOTERS
ABLE MEN SELECTED FOR ALL THE PLACES. FORCEFUL
AND CONVINCING ARGUMENTS PRESENTED BY THE
OF PURPOSES
SPEAKERS. DEFINITE PLATFORM
AND PRINCIPLES ADOPTED. CAMPAIGN WILL START
AFTER LIBERTY LOAN DRIVE CLOSES
The
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REPUBLICAN TICKET

I

the history of New Mexico convened United States Senator
in Santa Fe this week. Delegates
ALBERT B. FALL
to the number of ICV), no contests,:
Otero County
no disagreements.
This is the key- -'
note of the spirit which permeated Congressman
B. C. HERNANDEZ
the city of Santa Fe from Tuesday

Romero of

Rio Arriba

J:idgc of the Supreme Court
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Bernalillo
O. A. LARRAZOLO

San Miguel
Governor
Santa Fe

Secretary of State

Auditor
EDWARD SARGENT
Rio Arriba

Sute Treasurer

CHARLES U STRONG
Mora

Attorney General

O. O. Askern

Chaves

Superintendent of Public Instruction
J. H. WAGNER
Dona Am
Commissioner of Public Lands
NELSON FIELD
Socorro

Corporation Commissioner

--

Valencia
chairman Craig read a timely tele
gram from national chairman Will
Hayes calling the Republican party
the "War Farty of America , and
appealing to all patriots "Carry On"
"No political parties spend their time
accusing others of disloyalty' , ran the
message, which urged efficiency,

s,

te

tant, constructive, patriotic
of Mr. Bursum.
No doubt a. to the charlatinism
of the Democratic party men who
"seek to capitalize patriotism" could
be left in the minds of his hearers.
Every voter, every thougutfu' man
and woman in New Mexico should
read this speech. The attempt of
a hand to reach forth from Washington to stop the mouth of free
speech, and to cast the very ballots
of independent thinkers, must be and
will be rebuked. This in the interest
of perpetuating the American system of free government in which the
citizen js always sovereign.
At the conclusion of Bursum's address while the hall rar.g with cheers
and enthusiasm mounted to its height
a large picture of Roosevelt held
aloft by Secretary Sena won round
after round of applause.
Telegram Front Hay
Tho band played Columbia, and
Key-no-
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an ex-tr'fflce

"""" ?f
election as governor, saying ir.ci-'
;" r'l:i
;'c'"; :'t''
dentally that his candidate would "
Unan:mru
for Wnrrner
work for the ticket and party whet!:-- ;
rr nominated or not. For years an! Another I't'ior count v
named Jona!i;.n IF.
a
the
jndvocat of prrdiibition and suffrage.!
'and a defcnd.int in the lleat.t in-- ! nrcer,t inrnn'.'n-n'- .
who wi- - declar-- I
I
r
"
f
suit
time
at
tile
;
the
injutic-ruictlier t.'rm
junction
eminently
tion was sustained Mr. Lindsey was He was elected v a t
ent ' and
rl.cer.
Mr. Wra-ncis
urged, "ihnugh the eivenciei: of the1 a rv!-;iifrom Dd'm Ana
Ciminir m;times seem to demand a
to office at a tir
American for governor."
when :h "re were
Guadalupe offered to yield to San many tilings f. d 'tract from the
s
connterests of cd"
he
made
Miguel, and Chas. Spiess of that
1v rejected the proffer in hrlinlf otjan efficient fearless record
The no.
T.
his delegation.
Willcox
was
lieartilv
J.
seconded by
nomination
Roosevelt county warmly seconded every didega'iou rhainnan. Six
on the grounds of character, t ysnncrintendetits who were delegates
.could not refrain from eitligizing the
availability and a clear recoril
"My friends Gov. Lindsey is the candidate and citing the improvement
L
only Republican in the state that .f their rural schools in their en- .
IstTa !
b
. .
j L: .
can possibly carry Roosevelt conn-- i thusiasm
said the speaker inty to victory
Hernandez Nominates Sargent
Paued by tn Censor, Copyright IMS.
advertantly.
B. C. Hernandez in behalf of Rio
was
San
of
Miguel
greeted Arriba county placed Edward D.
Spiess
The British Tommies named machine gunners the "Suloide Squad" The Yanks still call 'em that but the suicide
. .
. .
with cheers when he arose to make
.
.
-- 1
lm
ri usee gunners are
...II..
in nomination
il. u. . .
for state
worKing in gas masks and the man In front It
he Sargent
sneech
feeding the gun at the rat. of 600 .hot. a mlnuU. The American buying a $50 Liberty Bond keep. thl. gun la JUrtoned The name of Octa'iano A. auditor. As in the case of former
votes. Mr. Sargent was accepted with
minuwie ot inn Kino or iirma, iimi enouon o enniniiai. a rormatlon of dvclno Hun..
v"
""""
Larrazolo a volcano broke out.
enthusiasm by acclamation. "If vou
.i
u ..
u
This picture tells a graphic story, place. It means a few name on tfco toward Berlin. The partner over hor
want a business man in this import,. . .
Mr Sr.ie
m.v;
not only of the two red blooded Yank, casualty list nest day.
ant office, one who will give a good
,n thl8.FurUl took
to the word "Spanish- - account
,,la
W1
exception
who ar. braving (as and shrapnel to
of himself, and lend strength
The combination that keeps the gun Liberty
is Important indeed.
and urged his candidate to the ticket
American
machine
also
their
but
keep
gun going,
already nominated, I
A ringing sound I. heard above tho! as a
going Includes tho man over here,
ask you to consider this young man "
ef other red blooded Americana at who goo. without a new suit, and rattle of the gun, shrapnel
glancing
Lindsey Good Sport
Alex Read of Ria Arriba moved a
horn who must torn the other half buy. a $50
Liberty Bond instead. He from tho eteel helmet. The money
852, unanimous vote.
The vote stood, Larrazolo
Ot a Mild combination that can .end
keep, the gun firing at lu fa.test from a ISO Liberty Bond goes to war Lindsey 118; Governor Lindsey took
Chas. U. Strong Treasurer
100 bullets a minnU into the Hun rat for two mli.utes.
That two min- and buy. "Carnegie derbies" for the platform. Saying that the inrank.
Yitlding the chair to Mr. Spiess,
men. Tho proceed, from terests of state and nation as served
ute, may mean the turning point be- twenty-fivThe machine gunner ha. on of the tween life and death for the gunners. a $500 bond equip a whole company. by the success of the Republican chairman Catron on behalf of Santa
most perilous Job. In the army, for It may mean the annihilation of an A $50 bond supplies four fighting men nartv far outweieh personal consi- - Fe county named J. Howard Vaughn
referring to Mr.
one man left alive behind one of the advancing Hun formation and tho with tho masks that make it possible deration, and stating his belief in the for treasurer,
individual judgment of the delegates Vaughn's extensive experience as a
t.
deadly Brovnlnga or Lewi. gun. tho breaking up of an attack. It may for these gun. , ..it
banker. J. Frank Curns of Mora, a
Hun attack. mean Mo clearing of a Boche parapet ot a Hun ga. cloud Into the rank, of Mr- LiIn,,s5r moved
lh!
aalght easily break ap
county which has never he said ask
J.arrazolo
The Bocbe MUST get him if he ean, long enough for an advancing Ameri- those who sent it, and last, but not tion of
ed for a candidate on the ticket,
Bn4 woo to the machine gun neat that can platoon to tako a portion of a least, $200 In bond. put. one more animous by rising vote.
motion of Secundino Romero named Chas. U. Strong the present
rat of ammunition m a hot new .octor of treneh one more .tap gun Uke It on the road Into Germany, a Oncommittee
of three including county treasurer. Mr. Strong had
Messrs. Romero. Jaffa, and Lindsey not announced himself for the nomi-natinor canvassed delegates for
the nominee to the platform.
over the convention : A good ticket
Here a' telegram from a Santa Fe escorted
An additional
prepared to govern than the DemIn a rinirine patriotic speech, Mr votes.
nominating
geographically well distributed should ocrats in power he urged to be a county delegate.
Roy H. Flamm, who Larrazolo pledged his best efforts as speech interpolated by George W
De nominated,
ne said, "if we cannot fact. To elect capable
is in the hospital at Fort Bayard
Republicans
of
Santa
Fe
Armijo
pleading for Mr.
He
a candidate and a governor.
beat the ticket the Democrats put he said would be an act which would
recovering from two wounds received challenged the Democrats to abso- Vaughn was answered by calls front
up. I am in favor of closing the be looked on with favor not
only at the front was read by chairman lutely and conscientiously
adjourn the floor and a spirited friendly
Republican headquarters and nail- by soldiers, citizens including the Catron.
A portion of its inspiring
contest
down the animated Mr.
ing the doors shut."
politics until October 18, the conclu- Armiio. to
womm and children of the land, but wording follows:
The result of the ballot was
sion of the Liberty Loan drive. "If
Credentials Report
would be looked on with favor by
"As Republicans, as citizens as
Democratic friends are willing for Strong 572; Vaughn, 407.
Chairman Hugh Williams announc- the Divine Host,
we believe a stinging rebuke my
to accept that proposition, as tar
Judge R. C. Barnes of Bernalillo,
ed the completion of the work of the
should be administered to Senator as
More Time Required
then offered A. A. Sedillo of that
I am concerned, it stands".
credentials
A list of
committee.
As the resolutions committee ask- A. A. Jones for his objectionable
Invitation is given.
county for attorney general. Proba.
proxies was read by the secretary, ed until 7:30 at least to make up telegram trying to make political
Chairman Craig announced that he bly because Judge Raynold's nominaand permanent organization
was its report, Holm O. Bursum urged capital of the war. Republicans as
Democratic
tion to the supreme bench was felt
had mailed a letter to the
taken up.
a recess in order that candidates well as Democrats are fighting at the chairman
urging, that all political to have exhausted the bounties with,
The rules committee reported in
have the platform before them front."
to
might
in
made
be
the powers of the convention that
secondary
campaigning
order. Nominations in the
of so that in acting as standard bear
Lieut. Roy H. Flamm.
the Loan drive, and suggesting a could properlv he offered Bernalillo,
Su ers for the
Senator, Governor. Concress.
Fall is Nominated
party they may consnartv composed ot Walton, ran, county. Lew Fttllen of Chaves conn-l- y
preme Court, Lieutenant Governor, cientiously accept the honor.
A
senator to serve for fix years Garcia, and l arrazolo tour the state
nominated O. O. Askrcn for
Secretary of State, and others, mak- motion by Eugene Kempenich of Va- at A the
national capital from the jointly, speaking at the same hour
The roll call eave Mr. Aslcren
ing 12 in all were recommended. A lencia to suspend the rules and pro57.9 votes, and Mr. Sedillo 401.
state central committee selected by ceed with nominations was with- fourth of March next was nominat- at each city visited.
Senator Fall and Mr. O. A. LarraJudge Leahy placed Cleofes Rome.
the delegations with two meml ers drawn. The convention adjourned ed, in the person of Albert Bacon
Fall.
the suggestion in ro of San Miguel in nomination for
zolo endorsed
each and one member at large for until 7:30.
Bernalillo county yielding to Dona short speeches.
land commissioner Captain Frederick
each 1000 votes cast for governor
Red Hot Resolutions
On motion of Chas. A. Spiess the Mueller was nominated
Ana, Herbert B. Holt, placed the prein the last election.
hv A R
G.
W.
8:20.
Colonel
at
until
Reconvening
sent able senator from New Mexico convention recessed
Thursday Rcnehan of Santa Fe. who recited
The motion on its adoption by
committhe
Prichard
for
10
in
nomination.
o'clock.
reported
Secundino Romero was moved amendthe story of a young emigrant, enmorning at
tee on resolutions, with some fine
A SnUndiJ Ticket
Every county seconded the nomined by the Chaves delegation.
o
listing at the age of 18 to fight
of
and
A
of
of
expressions
dignity
ation
Fall.
patriotSenator
picture
Ortiz of Santa Fe moved to
On opening the meeting Thursday Jeronimo under John J Parshing
which
ism
the
completely
ripped
the
canuirtate
held
alott
alter
Leonard Wood, later serving in
and
H. R Holt
a motion limiting nominating
reject the amendment.
e
nouncement of unanimous vote was
up the back.
, r:.., minutes was adopt
the galloping cavalry of general Carr.
of Dona Ana asked the second read Democratic
add resolutions
cheered. Campaign cards bearing his ed, and committees to escort no-- 1 and later still as a participant in
ing of the report for information.
Nestor Montoya of Rernalillo then picture were scattered broadcast.
After discussion, a vote to table
battle of the Spanish war under
minces to the platform were dispens-jever- y
resolutions of
Roosevelt Reading a letter from Col.
the amendment was carried.
Roosevelt For Fall
proposed additional
ed with.
Roosevelt personally endorsing the
Marcelino Ortiz attempted to amend condolence and praise to those famiA letter from Theodore Roosevelt
Hernandez For Congress
the report regarding delegates at lies whose homes have the honor to highly commending Mr. Fall, was
T. B. Catron placed B. C. Hernan- - patriotism of Capt. Mttller, the
A
stand read by Major W. H. 11. Llewellyn. dez in nomination for congressman. er related his desire to serve in Col
large. On motion of Secundino Ro displav gold service stars.
ing!, silent vote affirmed the sugges
mero, the amendment was lost.
He was unopposed, and on motion of Roosevelt's proposed battalion on the
The message speaks fur itself.
resolutions
tion.
this
amend
with
The
Catron Made Chairman
Thomas Hughes, his selection wasj' western front,
14, 1918.
September
T. B. Catron of Santa Fe was made ment were unanimously adopted on My Dear Major Llewellyn :
Theodore Rotiault was nominated
acclaimed.
In accepting Mr. Hernandez stated by Mark Thompson of Dona Ana,
In response to your letter I have
permanent chairman, W. H. Osborn motion of Dr. Fleming of San Miof Lincoln County was made assist guel.
to say that I most ardently hope, as that he is "no pacifist", referred brief-- j in a speech paying high tribute to,
ant secretary, and Esqutpula MartiFor Cold Service Stars
an American, that Senator Fall will ly to his congressional record, and his friend.
N' ls Field, treasurer of Socorro
nez of Taos added to the interpretBe it further resolved. That the consent to come bark to the Senate oHrl. d ttiat he has eneaecd to address
ers.
Republican State Convention which and that my good friends in New the northern counties on the Fourth county was nominated by Holm O.
Bursum.
is represented bv every county and Mexico will send him back.
Plenty of Pep From Uncle Tom
Liberty Loan
Benson Newell seconded the nomiR. P. Barnes, Eugenio Romero, and the people of the whole state, alRaynolds Nominated nominat-HerheNaturally I have a peculiar feeling
nation
of Theodore Rouatilt
Bernalillo
Manuel B. Otero were made a com- though with the greatest pride, feci for the people of New Mexico, for
A. A. Sedillo of
The four candidates were voted on.
F. Ravnolds. judge
mittee to escort the chairman to his deeply for those sons of New Mex- half of our old regiment. Major,
post. Introduced by Judge Barnes ico who gallantly serving their came from the limits of what was of the second judicial district for; The first ballot reeistered. Rorault
who said "We are a convention of country and flag have been reported then a Territory and is now a sov- seven years, for the position of state 21 7 : Romero. 208: Mueller. 283: and
The counties all Field. 178, on the adding machine,
war horses". Mr. Catron spoke.
in the American Troon casuality lists ereign state.
supreme justice.
Answering the rhetorical question. at the front as killed in action,
Senator Fall has made a really seconded the nomination in the order There being no rule before the
"What are we here for" he listed wounded and missing, and that unit great record in the Senate.
and it was made unanimous vention for dropping the lowest man
in a four cornered race, a second
harmony, a clean strong ticket "that ing in the sorrow of their families and
Every decent American, every be- on motion of Hugh H. Williams of Mot
was taken. The result was rtrae- cannot be beaten", and to show that friends, yet we view with pride, lust liever in truth and courage in the
county.
the same, standing: Rovautt.
the Republican party is here to stand envy and admiration the glorious conduct of our public affairs would
For some reason, the story toldjtirallv
behind the president in the magni- Gold Stars that have been added to feel that his retirement from the at this point bv Charles Spiess re-- ( 193 ; Romero, 307; Mueller, 306; Field,
school days. 172.
ficent piosecntion of the war.
their service flags throughout the Senate was a national calamity.
garding his Sunday and
a. a. senuio moveo mat tne low
applause.
That the Republicans are better State of New Mexico.
In everything relating to our
great laughter
The chairman
man he eliminated.
announced that a
vote was
CONVENTION COMMITTEES
Mr.
Sedillo's monecessary to carry
H. B. Holt made the point of
tion.
Conference
Resolutions
Credentials
Rules
Perm, Org.
order that such a motion could tiot
be order that such a motion could
BERNALILLO
A.
M.
B.
A.
Otero
Atanasio Montoya
;.Tom Hughes
Jno. Baron Burg
Sedillo,
be not put. after balloting had begun.
CHAVES
. .E. A. Cahoon
C. L. Parson
Harold Hurd
J. M. Hervey
Jaffa Miller
. .Thos. McBride
COLFAX
M. H. Kahn
D. Padilla
M. M. Mikerall
T. H. O'Brien
George Armijo moved to table Sedillo's motion. A roll call by counCURRY
R. Rollins
Geo. Keenan
Geo. McClain
W. A. Hammond
..Geo. W. Singleton
DE BACA ....
. .H. R. Parson
ties, was begun, when Mr. Sedillo
T. W. McCracken
C. C. Clancy
Frank Silva
J. P. Anaya
j
discovered the Bernalillo county dele
DONA ANA ..
..V. B. May
E. Moreno
W. A. Southerland
Frank P. French
C L. Hill
cation was divided, withdrew his moEDDY
..Matt Groves
tion.
GRANT
F. N. Carey
Matt Fowler
..W. D. Murray
F. R. Coon
Percy Wilson
A motion from somewhere to adGUADALUPE
..T. P. Borrego
Serafin Otero
Frank Fairclaw
Jose S. Duran
Juan Lucero
LEA
C. H. Green
..W. McAllister
journ until 8 o'clock was lost.
The important office of land comLINCOLN ....
O. T. Nye
W. E. Blanchard
A. J. Rollins
..W. H. Osburn
Rumaldo Duran
missioner was tenaciously contested
LUNA
.A. W. Pollt.d
W. L. Samuel
J. R. Blair
Hugh H. Williams
Hugh H. Williams
for. On the third ballot, wveral
MCKINLEY
H. C. Denney
W. L. I.anntgan
J. A. Gordon
Jno. R. McFie
Gregory Page
JIOKA
Bias Sanchez
Fred S. Browi
Thos. Kane
Tito Mclendez
T. A. Fspee
dlegates had to retire and caucus.
a
M.
The result favored Field, a
OTERO
C.
Lee
Clovis Aguilar
A. F. Mcnger
F. M. Maxwell
J. M. Fall
R. A. Prentis
A. Paul Siegel
change of the orieinal vote by a numC. A. Bratt
J. G. Ellis
QUAY
J. A. VVortheim
ber of delegations.
RIO ARRIBA
Edw. Sargent
Alex Read
F. De Vargas
Juan Araeron
Justo Lope
Santa Fe and Dona Ana counties
ROOSEVELT
. G. Wilcox
C. W. Lackey
W. H. Ball
W. E. Lindsev
T. J. Mojinari
withdrew Mueller and Rotiault beSANDOVAL
Alfred Otero
Manuel Trujillo
Nic. de la 'O
Juan J. Sandoval
Justo Gutierrez
fore the result was announced, and
SAN TUAN
..Edw. E. Young
before the votes were counted chairSAN MIGUEL
Lorenzo Delgado
..Chester A. Hunker Chas. A. Spiess
D. J. Leahy
Eugenio Romero
man Secundino Romero moved that
SANTA FE
B. F. Pankey
L. A. Hughes
..T. B. Catron
Geo. W. Prichard
Jose Ortiz v Pino
the vote be made nnan:mor. Tt was
SIERRA
S. H. Bernard
A. B. Artodaca
..Robt. Martin
E. G. Trujiilo
Robt. Martin
o acclaimed, and Mr. Field was
SOCORRO .....
H. M. Graves
A. C Abeytia
..Geo. Curry
J. A. McDonald
Jose M. Jaramillo
TAOS
P. V. Dickman
D. Martinez
thereby nominated on the th;rd balO. G. Martinez
Dionisio Mares
..Jose Montaner
lot.
TORRANCE ...
..Tulian Salas
Chas. Burton
Flias Spear
Fred Chavei
Crestino Chavez
Mr. FteM took the platform and
UNION
H. H. Errett
R. Q. Palmer
Cresencio Gallegos
Carl Eklund
H. C Abbott
VALENCIA
Edw. M. Otero
S. Padilla
fContinued cu pge four.)
F. P. Romero
Jesus C. Sanches
Harry P. Owen
ij

I

,

:,n--

j

'n-e-

t

i

Jesus Gallegos and Andres Gandert,
Interpreter, platform, Nestor Mon
toya and Tom Kane: and floor in
terpreters. R. L. Baca, Bias Sanches
and Lino Romero.
To the suggestion that a conference committee of one from each
county meet following the morning
session to confer on "matterj for
the good of the party" a motion of
Secundino Romero of San Miguel
was unanimously carried.
Chas. Spiess of San Miguel moved
a roll call by counties naming the
chairmen of committees on: Resolu
tions. Rules. Permanent Organiza
tion, Credentials and Conference
Committee.
The membership appears in attach
ed table.
All committees were requested to
meet at 2 o'clock in various places
m the Capitol building, except the
conference committee which met at
the parlors of the De Vargas hotel
On motion of Chas. Spiess amended by Geo. Curry the convention recessed until 3 o'clock.
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J. M. LUNA

fhree things the Republican
Party stands for, he says, Win
the War, Win it Now, and to prepare
then reported.
for the great problems of recons
The name of Holm O. Bursum as
truction that will follow Peace.
temporary chairman was greeted with
Liberty Loan Drive
enthusiastic applause, as were each
Hereupon calling upon Judge Reed
of the following list of temporary Holloman
as state chairman of the
officers.
On motion of Frank A. Hubbell Liberty Loan drive, Mr. Burium an
of Bernalillo, amended by Chas. nounced that 20 minutes wouldIn bea
the patriotic caus;.
Speiss of San Miguel a committee given todeclared
to be and in fact
named
to es- speech,
was
of five
Mr. Holloman declarcort the chairman to the chair, as
now be "America
it
ed
must
that
follows. W E. Lindsey, of Roose
velt: Frank A. Hubbell. of Bernalillo: over all."
"As far as we are concerned, until
E, A. Cahoon, of Chaves; Chas. Speiss.
of Sain Miguel; and Kudolph, ot the 18th day of October, our politics
is adjourned," said the speaker, who
Mora.
Wild cheers greeted the chair urged that every one present assist
man. The Santa Fe Band which in making the Liberty Loan drive in
opened the convention during the New Mexico a success.
Committees Are Named
eatings of delegates, played at this
Sanchez of Valencia then moved
juncture.
that the appointment of committees
Auspicious Beginning
Mr. Soiess. in a short well accepted to escort the other officers to their
introductory speech said "This con places be dispensed with because of
vention is opening under the most the crowded condition of the hall,
that ever and called for the order of reports
auspicious circumstances
surrounded a political convention" of committees.
Temporary Officers
Saying "this is the opening gun for
The secretary read the list of tem
winning the war" he announced that
a state government "Republican in porary officers.
Chairman, rl. U. Bursum, hocorro
every department will be elected."
Governor Lindsey made the an- County;
Eugenio Ro
connouncement that he was in the
mero, Jose Ortiz y Pino; Bernardino
vention to "play the game according Sedillo; Perfecto Esquibel ; Nathan
to Hoyle", I take great pleasure in Taffa: Secretarv. lose D. Sena: As- introducing to you not introducing sistant, J. Benson Newell; Sargent- Romulo Lopez; Assistants.
but to appear here in company

with a citizen whom you all know
here Holm. O. Bursum.
Keynote Speech by Bursum
Referring to his two introductions,
the chairman went on to say that
"this is a day of victories", from
the surrender of Bulgaria to the
complete triumph of American ideals.
"There can be no issue in this coungreat parties
try between thehetwo
said.
as to loyalty"
AiDert Bacon
Senator
At this point
Fall entered the hall, and it was
several moments before the cheers
enbsided.
"As far as the Republicans are
concerned this war must be fought
tn the conclusion of an uncondition
at surrender of the Kaiser", said
tho speaker, "and the highest tyoe
of leadership and ingenuity in the
country must be madeis available"
afforded by
A study in contrast
comparing the apologetic key-no- the
speech made by the chairman of
late Democratic convention from the
same platform, with the manly mili
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jjo as far as wc can tonight .
J. M. ilervcv of Chaves presented
name of W. E. LiniUey for re-- !
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on.
One idea was accepted and advanced by all the delegates, to pi't
a strong ticket in the field a ticket
(hat will and ctn have the backing
of the state
Delegations arrived with the claims
of a favorite son fresh in their nvnds,
and yielded readily, when convinced
that convention sentiment was stronger for someone from another section.
The
spirit, the win the
war now spirit, the spirit of sucr ss
animated the proceedings, as well as
the preliminary greetings and exchange of views as the buoyant units
arrived.
The day of Tuesday was given ov.r
to caucas, and discussion. Leading
men, while holding themselves to be
available, still stood ready to defer
to other leading men who they themselves considered better fitted to
take the responsibilities and satisfy
the voters that they are voting for
the men they like the best.
Hi Victory Convention
The convention was called to order
Wednesday morning at 10:30 o'clock.
The representatives hall, elaborately
decorated with flags and posters advertising the Fourth Liberty Loan
was packed to capacity, the delegates
being arranged in orderly manner in
a short time; directed to their scats
by Secretary Jose D. Sena.
State chairman George Craig took
the chair, and following the invoca
tion pronounced by Kev Hambhn,
the audience rose and as in one
voice, sang the first verse of Ameri
ca.
Tom Kain of Mora county was called to act as platform interpreter.
The call was read by the Secretary,
and the chairman announced no contests. The central committee's report on temporary roll call was
adopted without a vote. The committee on temporary organization
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NUMBER

The afternoon session was opened
by a patriotic address by Captain T.
f. Molinari of Roosevelt county. In
asmuch as the rolls in the hands of
the credentials committee were m
complete, and the committee on re
solutions announced itself unable to
report until 6 o'clock, the interim
was devoted to such addresses.
Eugenio Romero, announced by
Chairman Bursuta as one f the "old
war horses" spoke in Spanish. Pledg
ing his suooort to the party of which
he has been the leader in San Miguel county since 1864, the remarks
of the venerable and loyal worker
were well received. Three rousing
cheers greeted the speaker when he
concluded.
National Chairman Charles Spiess.
opening with compliments to the
visitor, section, concluded by wishing that "the dove of peace may rest
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MAJ. GEN. WILLIAM WIEGEL

GERMANS SET

GEN. FERDINAND FOCH

WILSON DRAWS

STRONGEST LINE

FIRST NUMBER

FIRE TO CAMBRAI

TAKE BELLEVUE, RAIL
KEY TO GRANDPRIE, AND
LUNGE WEST TO AURE.

18-3-

(I
THIRD

YANKS WIN OBJECTIVES

IMPARTIAL JUSTICE 18 PRICI OP
PEACE, DECLARE8 PRESIDENT IN NEW YORK.

Operation.
Portchester, N. T. Advised by surgeons that he would have to undergo
his eighteenth operation If he wished
to save his life, Alexander T. Jackson,
thirty-seveyears old, committed suicide at his home here by cutting bis
throat with a knife. Jackson suffered

GUNS TO SILENCE DRIVE

n

DIXMUDE

DRAFT LOTTERY

IS CAPTURED

COMPROMISE

ON PEACE TERMS

Patient Ends Life When About
to Undergo Eighteenth

FRENCH

INITIAL CAPSULE. CONTAINING
322, SENDS HUNDREDS OF
CLASS INTO LINE.

POILLU8 SMASH FIERCE RESIST.
ANCE AND FIGHT WAY INTO
ST. QUENTIN.

NEW YORKER LOSES
NO
ONE
BY
LIMBS ONE

YANKEES PIERCE

IS8UE8 OF WAR 8TATIO
BY EXECUTIVE IN FOURTH

VITAL
DRIVE

BRITISH AND BELGIANS
WEDGE TOWARD
BASE

ON NORTH

Weelern Ne,iaii--

Vsius

K

FALLS BEFORE BELGIAN SMASH-ALL- IES
TAKE 40,000 CAPTIVES
IN THREE DAYS.

SENATORS AND
REPRESENTATIVES TAKE PELLETS FROM BOWL.

SEA.

LIBERTY LOAN SPEECH.
WWiti

eervlce.

With the American Army on the
St. Quentin I'ront, Oct. 'I.- - Some hundreds of Americans in a certain far
advanced position between Cambrai
iiiul St. Qucutin. which they reached
vallaie Sunday, were holding out
enemy
nualnst
superior
iantly
according to latest reports
The
which were received Tuesday.
Australians made heroic attempts to
assist them, and so far as can he
learned are still keeping up menr
fnrts. the result of which is not
Furious fighting continues
known.
mini-her-

ll,,re-

French, flritish, American and
troops continue their smashes
further
hgalnst the Cerman defenses,
increasing the peril to the Gorman
armies from Verdun to the North sea.,
The Important bastions of Lille.
St. Queiitin and I.acm more and
more are becoming of less use to the
Bel-Fin-

'am-bral-

(Germans.

Cambrai was burning Tuesday, havGermans
ing been set on fire by the
while Field Marshal llaig's forces
were entering its suburbs on the north,
Around St.
west and southwest.
Quentin the British were extending
their Iron ring. Between St. Queiitin
and rambral the British are crossing
the Scheldt canal nt several points.
canal
having taken Vcmlhuile, on the
west of Le Catelel and midway beSt. Quentin.
tween Cambrai and
Northeast of St. Quentin the British
have taken Leverghs. east of a point
St.
running north and south through
Quentin.
The wedge driven in between the
fortress of Mile and the German sub-is
marine bases on the Belgian coast
being widenedrapldly. The Belglansare
encircling Houlers on the railway line
from l.ille to the submarine bases at
Ostend and Zeebrugge. Farther south
the British menace Menin, on the same
railroad, and are along the Lys west
of Menin for a distance of five miles.
The forces under King Albert are on
open ground, and it would Beem that
the railroads forming and within the
triangle of l.ille, Ghent and Bruges
would soon be lost to the Germans,
of Osbringing about the evacuation
tend and Zeebrugge.
General Bert helot resumed Tuesday
the
morning his onslaughts ngninst
German lines between the Vesle and
The French
Aisne west of KhelniB.
here are marching toward the eastern
end of the C'hemin des names and the
open country north of Rlieinis by
which Laon can he outflanked.
From the Suippe to the Meuse the
French and Americans maintain their
strong, steady pressure against the
German forces defending the import
ant communication hues running east
Quentin reto Metz from the Laon-St- .
French
gion. West of the Argonne the
are pressing up the valley of the Aisne
toward Challcrange and Voulziers.
In the Macedonian theater, west of
Lake Ochridu, the Atisirians are evacuating territory In Albania, probably
indicating that now Bulgaria is out of
the war the Austio Hungarians realize
far
they are in a serious predicament, aid
from home and with no allies to
them.
has
General Allenby in Palestine
Damascus and French
surrounded
cavalry is reported lo be working its
way ill) the Mediterranean sea coast
toward Tlcyrout.

Western Newepoper Union New Service.
London, Oct. 1. Fighting is going
The northeastern,
on in Cambrai.

Servlr.
Wilson
President
Washington.
personally Monday opened the cerenumber..!
17,0011
the
of
imony
drawing
for the 13.000,000 men registered in
new
draft. He drew the first capthe
sule, which contained the number 322.
Standing blindfolded in a great
the marble
crowd which thronged
.
'caucus room of the Senate oifice
building, the President smilingly faced
a battery of moving picture cameras
as he drew lie pellet.
Following the drawing of the fust
William Wiegel la one of the eleven
- number by the President, Vice Pies!
brigadiers of the army who were proNo. 72,7.
moted to the tirade of major general dent Marshall drew
He was followed by Senator Saulsby order of President Wilson.
.
bllI.v of Delaware, president pro tetn
ihe Senate, who pulled the third
con,aining No
BULGARIA SURRENDERS
Wesorn

'

r t'riluli N' ws
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Speaker

Champ

Clark

iff,

'

i

A

followed

1027. The fifth
ARMI ES BEATEN, NATION YIELDS Saulsbury and drew
was iu,io,
iiumuer
DEMANDS
TO ALL ALLIED
Next in turn was Secretary or me
Navy Daniels, who drew 16,1(59.
Acting Secretary of War Crowells
Rail Lines Taken Over and Disbandwith 8,3G(i. Other dignltar-!lefollowed
ing of Troops Begins Turkey
followed In order with the follow-'in- g
End.

New photograph of Gen. Ferdinand
Foeh, commander of the French ar.
mlee cf the North, whoso masterly
work has stamped him as one of the
greatest generals among the allies.

Union Newi Service.

PEACE TERM a IN BRIEF,
First, the Impartial luitlce meted
out must Involve no discrimination
wo wish to
between those to whomwhom
we ao
be Just and those to
must be a
It
be
to
Just.
not
wish. i . .. ..a nt
i
fivnrltil And
knows no standard but the equal
or me eeversu ieuiiu
inSecond, no special or separate
terest of any single nation or any
made
the
be
can
group of nations of the settlement
basis of any part
which Is not consistent with the
common Interests of all.
can be no leagues or
Third,-ther- e
alllanoes or special covenants and
with the general
understanding!
and common family of the league
of nations.
Fourth, and more specifically,
there can be no special, selfish ecocombinations within the
nomic
no employment of any
leagueof and
economic boycott or excluform
sion except as the power of economic penalty by exclusion from
be
the markets of tno world may Itvested In the league of nations
self as a means of discipline and
control.
Fifth, all international agreements
and treaties of every kind must be
made known In their entirety to
the rest of the world.

western and southwestern suburbs
have been captured and the town
probably will be cleared up shortly.
Half of the Chemin des Dames, from
which the enemy Is retiring, has been
captured by the French.
Viewine the situation in all its as
the great of
pectsthe success of
fensive In Belgium and France; the
blotting out of the war zone in the
Balkans; the cutting on oi me ium
from intercourse with Germany and
except by the long
route thru the Caucasus and southern
Russia, and the steady gains that are
being made by the allies In making
Russia once more a factor In the
strUgglethe darkest days of the war
seemingly are faced by the

rlg-nt-

Austro-Hungar-

On all the sectors under aiiaca
from Belgium to Flanders to the reIs
gion of Verdun, the German front
gradually bending back under the vio
lence of the attacks of tne
Americans, French and Belgians.
The entente allied forces irom Bel
gium to Verdun on six battle fronts
are registering victory after victory over the Teutonic armies, and the en- crumemy front almost everywhere is
Mine, notwithstanding the desperate
resistance that is being offered on
various sectors.

Newepaper

Jackson Killed Himself.

for eight years from the effects or

ma- -

New york Tj,e priC8 0I peace will
De impartial Justice to all nations, the
lignant blood poisoning.
on
Eight years ago a horse stepped
lnBtrumentaUty Indispensable to settle great toe of his left foot. The toe cur9 ,t to a ieagUe of nations formed
wns amputated, then the toe next to It Mt be(ore or after Dut at tfce peace)
.
. mam.
.
on.i flnnilv nil the toes of that foot
j n.man

Foch Fights Five Battles at Once.
Senator Chamberlain
numbers:
Paris, Oct. 1. Marshal Foch la
the military affairs committee,
Warren of Wyoming, fighting five battles simultaneously
Senntor
5.8t;.
I'ljlnn StWfBU'iti Ntwfl'iij.i-...
.
I
- .. f t,o and successfully
a feat unparalleled
lias ranking uepuuiican niumuei
An armistice
Paris Oct
in the history of war. Each battle is
fo)t wftg amp.
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Representative
1,097.
and
committee.
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the
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terms,
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another,
Inter
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leg
House
committee,
military
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announcement was made officially
whole eriori,
knee and then at the hip. Within a President
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answer, given
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the
member
leg
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year
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night before an audience ot
Friday
American
30.
The
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of
a
Paris, Sept.
Bulgaria
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Fourth Liberty Loan workers here to
mittee. 2.871. General March, chief concurrent attack by multiplicity
and Turkey, virtually cut off from of stalf, W,28:i. Admiral Benson, 6,147. forces on many fronts Is being real army operating on the Champagne
Specialists tried to avoid another the recent peace talk from the central
her
Brieunes-urand
allies
her
with
JackThere
has
front
captured
communication
but with no success.
Lieutenant General Young, retired, ized by the allied generalissimo.
powers, although he did not refer spewest of mat operation,admitted
armies In Palestine almost annihilated, 10,8ii.
to four hospitals and
son wns
Marshal General are five battles today; there may be Meuse and Romagne, of
Provost
of
cifically to the utterances of enemy
a
forest
for
to
sue
the
and
outskirts
town on the
more tomorrow, all
likely soon will be forced
was attended by some of the best sur leaders.
438. Colonel Warren, 904.
Crowder,
is
her.
progressattack
wers working smoothly.
cessation of hostilities against
Romagne, and the
geons In the East. At last his ngnt leg
Only the first 100 numberB
Shortly before the President started
ing favorably.
telegraph.
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London- - Speaking at the Cuild
of teloperation. This seemed to
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chan- Because of the Impracticability
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Monday, Andrew Bonar Law, the
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of
all
French
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been captured by the Belgian troops, blood poisoning. But three weeks ago
cellor of the exchequer, said a Bulgar- has been asked to refrain from sendreachea
meeting at the
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THE REPUBLICAN

TICKET

LARRAZOLO

The ticket placed in nomination by
the republican convention this week
is unquestionably the strongest that
tinea New
has been nominated
Mexico has been a state.
One of the elements of strength is
its splendid distribution over the
state. No county has more than

IS STRONG

Mr. Larrazolo

ablest

from page one)

in a few words accepted the nomina-

EDITOR

Spanish-America-

is recognized
n

MAN
in

as the

the

posed Jesus Luna, while extolling the
family of which Solomon Luna was
a member. O. L. Phillips of Colfax
presented Jose Montaner of Taos.
Seth F. Crews nominating Oral T.
Nye, spoke fervently of rolling up a
big Republican majority in Lincoln
county.
Following a roll call several counties directed their votes for Luna,
who was leading and he was declared elected by the chair.
The third judicial district convention meeting was announced for the
evening, by Mr. Holt.
Central Committee
E. Kempenich proposed amending
the rules so that the central committee will consist besides two delegates from each county, an additional delegate at large for each 1000
and fraction over 500 voting for governor at the last state election. After
discussion, the motion was lost, but
was adopted at the evening session
after further discussion.
On motion of Tom Kane of Mora recess was taken until 8:30 in
the evening, at which time the State
Central Committee was selected.

southwest, which means that he is
ablest
in the
He is a lawyer of recognized
ability. He is one of the very few
real scholars in New Mexico politic,
speaking the English language without
accent and with classical
except Rio Arriba, which He is an orator in the best purity.
sense.
has Mr. Hernandes and Mr. Sargent, His voice is
good, his enunciation-clear- ,
bat the former of these is considerhis
sentences
and
at
the
crisp
ed more of a candidate at large, as same time well rounded
out. He is
his nomination came from the state fond of
and without the
at large, not having been sought by slightest epigrams
trace of attempted eloeither Mr. Hernandez or his county.
his
utterances are poetic in BREWERS FURNISHED THE
Las Vegas and Albuquerque got the quence
MONEY TO FINANCE HEARSTS
their
beauty.
two
chief
the
and
justice
governor
MAN BRISBANE AT CAPITOL
Noted Educator
most important state offices and
Mr. Larrazolo's
early life, after
aouthern New Mexico got U. S. Senator to balance northern New Mex- graduation from St. Michael's college, Special to State Record.
was devoted to teaching. He taught
ico's congressional nomination.
3, Having
October
Washington,
The republican platform on which the first F.nglish lessons that
driven a wedge into his party in
in FA l'aso county, where
the candidates stand it another eleMitch
Palmer, our
though he was, he used Pennsylvania,
ment of strength it is a direct state- -stricken
Prussian property custodian,
ment of definite aims and purposes his first month's salary of $50, and partisan
purveyor of political propaganda
and proposes measures and means $75 that he borrowed, for the pur- and
to have a fair start in a
that are constructive and protective pose of buying for the students who appears
had no textbooks, both Spanish and similar undertaking in Washington.
of the rights of all.
It doesn't matter what public office
The greatest strength, however, is English texts. He took McGuffiy's Palmer
that office is his rethe splendid personnel. Every can- third reader in English and taught creation holds,
.like golf, or fishing, or big
students
to
didate is able to discharge the duties the
is
to other men. only
hunting
of the office to which he has be' n translate it from the texts both in game
Palmer draws a salary for his. Poli
nominated,
personally, and nearly Spanish and in English, when read tics is his vocation, his art, his instudent in tile one language
iy one
every one has speri.il training and and
He is at it
dustry, and his job.
translated by another student
experience in line with the duties of
24 hours a day, for when he is not
i
tile
other
until
he
which
for
office
language,
every
particular
engaged in waking hours
pupil under him had memorized the 'politically
running.
he dreams of wards, counties and
The Republicans therefore enter hook in both languages,
factions in his sleep. Recently Mitch
Why He Changed
upon the campaign with full confi-got considerably het up on the liquor
dence that their principles and ticket
, ,,e
M;i
(lf
n()s, distinguished
question, and delivered the following
.
er... k.. v.l.fuj 1... that PnUr, f,n the iinen , u , ,'nil? once
am otherwise, in broadside in Harrishurg:
fifth day of November.
El Paso city and comity got tliC'r
"The facts will soon appear
early education under the tuition of which will conclusively show that
THE JOINT DRIVE
Mr. Larrazolo.
twelve or fifteen German brewWhile it
known that the demo- ers of America, in association
will
drive
Loan
leaders
of
cratic
The Fouith Liberty
the state will make: with the United States Brewers
be greatly speeded up by the joint a hard fight against Mr. Larrazolo'?
Association, furnished the money,
speaking contest of the leading can election, it is not known just how
amounting to several hundred
didates of the two parties. J
thousand dollars, to buy a great
they will attack him, as he was
The people are anxious to see their twice nominated and enthusiastically
newspaper in one of the chief
candidates, hear them and compare supported by them for delegate to: cities of the Nation; and its pubthem, and it is a foregone conclu- congress in recent territorial days.' lisher, without disclosing whose
sion that Senator Fall and Congress- The only grievance they have against
money had bought that organ of
man Walton will draw immense him is because seven years ago he
public opinion, in the very capital
crowds wherever they speak tog- - ther changed from democrat to republican
of the Nation, in the shadow of
from the same platform, ;as well as because he did not believe that the
the Capitol itself, has been fightMessrs. Larrazolo and Garcia, and native people were receiving the con-- i
ing the battle of the liquor trafthat the subscriptions to bonds will sideration at th hands of the denio- - fic."
be greatly augmented by the joint crats in the MiiuiKij! ucinui rai ii:
Immediately a New York news
,
rr triftioai tr, i. t,i,-l-ii.ll
il....,jr .........
gatherings.
'""""v-'wilt. Cllllll 1,1. paper hazarded the guess that Palm
Messrs. Fall, Walton and Larrazolo He believed that unless the country er referred to the Washington Times.
re already well known over the schools, wliere the natives mostly go. conducted by Arthur Brisbane, whose
:
ffA.i:.n..nf
iL.
nr:ii:...
state so their appearance before the w re improved and education among Srtllll'll
III
CU
II1C
V1I1I11H
li Id IS
peorde is not so important to their the native children advanced, that Randolph Hearst dailies have for
s
candidacies as is that of Mr. Garcia, the
would in the years given Hearst journalism the
who will of course embrnce this op- course of time be largely disfranname of "Yellow Peril". There being
portunity to meet the people of eat i chised, as they have been in Arizona nothing else to do, Arthur verily
and Texas, and that from property acknowledged the corn. He admits
sjrn and aouthern New Mexico,
he is hardly known outsids of Rio owners they would become hired 1 that he borrowed $375,000 from C. W.
thi
at
Fe
counties,
Arriba and Santa
borers on the railroads, in the shops Fcigcnspa. a brewer, although the list
and on the farms and sheen ranchrs nf rr,nlriliitrc ti this Innn sulimit- time.
'of the state.
'ted bv Mr. Palmer, reads like the
When the convention met it was muster-rol- l
of a troop of Prussian
STUDY THE CANDIDATES
A.
O.
seen
that
was
Larrazolo
Uhlans. These gentlemen naturally
easily
It must not be forgotten that the the unanimous choice of the native took a parental interest in the longdemocratic convention accepted Felix delegates, and he was not opposed by evity of the "brown Octobc r", and.
because they no doubt much to their delight, and
Garcia largely on the recommenda- the
tion of attorney J. H. Crist. Aside recognized him as a man of high quite in accordance with their ex
from Crists' sponsorship no investi- ability and clean record who would pectations, the publication which was
gation of the ability, integrity, or make a strong, progressive governor somewhat sickly before Brisbane tooka
its case, has since improved to
character of Mr. Garcia was made if elected.
or asked for. Crist pressed the butpoint best described as
Bolshevik!
the Palmer charge.
Hence
and
the impetuous
FOURTH LIBERTY LOAN
ton
It so happens that this paper, under
faction from the Pecos Valley arose
The mission of America is about to Brisbane, is the foremost champion
and Mr. Garcia was put over.
of our acrobatic Secretary, iron-jaIf the democrats are as anxious be accomplished.
for a government of men as they American soldiers in France are at ed dictator, and Presidential
William G. McAdoo. The
prof "ti to be it will be well for them ihio mnmpnt demonstrating rn flie
to study Mr. Larrazolo and Garcia word the reason for America and Bris'bane editorials have made of Mac
the stuff of which this Republic is the sublimated essence distilled from
comparatively.
a compound of Lycurgits, Demosthen
made.
NO SORE SPOTS
Their complete success and the es, Horace, Colbert, Napoleon, and
eternal establishment Karl Marx, dropped into the mortar
consequent
A most noticeable feature of the everywhere in the world of the in- of Chaos and ground with the pestle
republican convention was the great tegrity of America rights, interests of Time. Brisbane would have us
reneroiity exhibited by all delega and honor and the right of men to believe that McAdoo is as incapable
tions toward those having opposition govern themselves, are all assured of error as the Japanese believes his
candidates. The convention closed with the proper performance of the official namesake, the Mikado, to be.
without leaving a single instance of plainest duty of the citizenry at home. Now Arthur and his paper look for
dissatisfaction and every man or the The Fourth Liberty Loan is our a disturbing pawing over by an inthousand attendants, delegates and next objective.
quisitive Congressional committee, devisitors went home to work for the There is no geography, political or manded by the prohibitionists, who
lection of the ticket.
physical, in the patriotism of this want to know why King Booze is
country Democrats and Republi- permitted to support a royal minstrel
Keynoter Field quoted Wilson' cans alike love their flag and are at the verv seat of Government, when
words. "We are too proud to fight' ready to die for it. We continual- we had all been given to understand
at applying to Mexico explaining
ly insist for all parties that the war that the heel of Wilson had bruised
that he meant that our nation was he kept out of partisan politics and the head of the insidious lobby so
too proud to fight a weak nation that partisanship be kept out of the that it would never rear again.
In his
it would be
like Mexico. If the keynoter had war.
been more familiar with his subject
Just as in Congress the Reptihli perfectly natural for Arthur to cry
he would have known that those cans led the fight that made possible to his powerful patron, ''Help me
words were spoken by Wilson a few the passage of the great war meas- William), or I sink' in the beervats
I have striven!"
day after th? sinking oftothe Lusita-ni- ures, so now the Party membership of those for whom
Germany and organization has an immediate, Meanwhile it is up to Palmer to
that they applied
Mexmeant
his
have
make
accusation, which he
and could in no way
good
definite war task in the accomplishico, at the Mexican crisis had pasted ment of which it can fully function. seems likely to do. Here it a hot
I repeat, let there be no contest in soil for a political rumpus. What the
many months before they were
this country as to anything that lowly citizens are wondering is, will
touches the war except that contest the Jones resolution for an investigan
be-noor will there be
The lawyers who have
who best can serve, who most can tion die
call for the official
a hurry-u- p
minated for judges of the eight dif- give.
the
ferent districts of the State by
The success of the Fourth Liberty
Hypocrisy knows no
Republican are able and well quali- Loan shall be the Republican party's
fied without exception. Part of them supreme motif of thought and achave served at judges before and tion until that objective is attained. NEW MEXICO PEOPLE ASKED
three Holloman, Mechem and Leahy
Wherever Republicans are togeth
TO CARE FOR 103 ORPHANS
are now on the bench in the dis- er, by two or two thousand, it shall
A department of the French ministricts in which they seek reelection. be a
meeting, just as
the Republican party's every action try has asked New Mexico people to
Two years ago the democratic at all times has been and shall be contribute 10 cents a day to bear half
determined solely by how we can of the expense of caring for each
party insisted that they should be
kept in power to keep at out of contribute most to the war s suc- of 103 French children, orphaned by
that
intitt
they cess, so now our every thought and the war.
warnow they
thould be retained in power becaute action shall be determined entirely Twenty have been provided for. A
they got us into war.
by how we can make certain the total of 250.000 such orphans are to
of the Fourth fie assisted through a drive of the
quick
Field's keynote speech wat like a Liberty Loan.
Fatherless Children of France corasother-hubbar- d
it covered every
This is a united country's message poration in New York.
to Germany.
thing and touched nothing.
The entire Republican organiza- TAX RATE TO BE LOWERED
DRY
ON
GOES
MEXICO
NEW
tion in every voting precinct in this
YEAR
THIS
AGAIN
1ST
MIDNIGHT OF OCTOBER
country shall be a fighting force in
drive.
Loan
this Liberty
State Auditor W. G. Sargent an
This is the Republican organiza
nounces that the tax rate this year
New Mexico is dry.
business.
tion's
will be reduced IS hundredths of a
Following the action of the last This
is. the real business of every mill.
of the peolegislature and the vote
1
New Mexico man, woman and child in America.
The division of the taxes is as folple by about 3 to
else is chores."
lows: One mill for highways, one-ha- lf
went dry on midnight of October I. "Everything
HAYS.
WILL H.
mill for public schools,
An opinion rendered by Attorney
mill for war certificates,
General Patton to Governor Lindsey
mills for general
EDWARDS
& MTU three and one-ha- lf
pronounced that hour for closing.
MTIE
In the city of Santa Fe, however
purposes. A special levy of two mills
ATTORNEYS-AT-UAis made on all cattle for sanitary
Mayor Davies interpreted the law
OPPICBi
boards and five milts on all sheep
Mayor Davies orderd closing at 12
for
the sheep board.
o'clock on the night of September Corner Pake
Ae Last
Washing
year a redaction of 5.4 mills
X, mi all city licentes expired at that
Haw
Santa Pa,
was made.
n
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Convention in denouncing Hearst and Hearstism and every person
and publication seeking, to justify the sinking of the Lusitania and
the German policy of assassination by submarine, which action is
in marked contrast with that of Democratic leaders and of the
Democratic Convention in New Mexico, which endorses Hearst by
nominating for United States Senator and Justice of the Supreme
Court two of his most ardent supporters and apologists.
. We
denounce as unpatriotic and disloyal the attempt of the
Democratic party of New Mexico, by false statements and malicious
insinuations in its platform Resolutions, to discredit the State and
County Councils of Defense,, which are important parts of the war
organization of the Nation and which have been working faithfully to carry out the orders of the President and the Council of
National Defense and to enable the people of New Mexico to do
their full part for the vigorous prosecution of the war, and
We particularly denounce the insinuation in the Democratic
platform against the integrity and good faith of Hon. Charles R.
Brice, State Disbursing Agent in charge of the Public Defense Fund,
and member of the Executive Committee of the Council of Defense, the only one of the Democrats appointed as members of
the Council who had the patriotism to remain on the Council and
perform his duties; whose published financial report clearly showing the expenditures by the Council and loans to farmers, was discredited by the Democratic platform Resolutions, a report which
shows that less than
of the seven hundred and fifty
thousand dollars appropriated has been used up to the end of the
last quarter, including loans to farmers and agricultural supplies on
hand, and that only $1385 was used for salaries and expenses of
members of the Council,
The Republican party of this state gives unstinted praise and
encouragement to the patriotic women of this state and of the
United States, who are carrying the burden of necessary preparations for our fighting forces and have given their services in all
kinds of labor, whether it be in the Red Cross, munition factory
or the unceasing labor which they are performing in connection
with their domestic duties, and we pledge the Republican party to
the enactment of legislation in the state that will secure for working women proper protection and facilities and just compensation
for their labor, and we endorse the National Woman's Suffrage
Amendment now pending in congress; and we also favor amending
our State Constitution so as to give women equal suffrage with
men.
We favor the enactment of a law by the legislature of this
state for an 8 hour day for labor. The Republican party has always
been a friend of labor and by wise and beneficent laws has made it
possible for the laboring man to receive the highest compensation
paid labor in any country in the world. The most potent factor in
this has been the protective tariff by which American labor Is
protected against cheap foreign labor. We point with pride to
the untiring conscientious services of labor during our present war
and commend them to the highest considerations to the government.
We unreservedly condemn the prosecution of the present war
for the purpose of profiteering and we pledge the Republican party
to immediately suppress profiteering wherever it may be found.
We heartily endorse national war time prohibition and urge
the speedy enactment of laws to that end. We favor the ratification
of the national constitutional prohibition amendment by the incoming legislature and pledge the Republican candidates for the legislature' to vote for the same. We favor and pledge our candidates
if elected to the enactment and vigorous enforcement of the necessary criminal and penal statutes to render the recently adopted prohibition amendment most effective and for the suppression of immorality and vice to the end that the purposes of that amendment
may be realized.
We condemn and resent the unwarranted and malicious attack
upon the people of the State of New Mexico contained in the article
published in the North American Review for August over the signature of Henry Wray.
We, as citizens of New Mexico, seeking not alone our local
but the common welfare, and looking to increased agricultural production and to enlarged opportunity for homes for our
returning soldiers, urge upon the National Government the inclusion in the program of land reclamation now being formulated, of
the immense area within our borders, of rich agricultural lands in
the various sections of the state, that are now withdrawn from
production by - reason of overflow and highwater table conditions;
and we pledge- our candidates for the Senate and Congress to give
their earnest
looking to the prompt and systematic
drainage of such agricultural lands under a national system.
We favor the enactment of appropriate legislation for the
creation of an adequate State Department of Health with ample
powers for the safeguarding of the health of the people of New
Mexico, both as a war measure to promote the efficiency of our
people for the vigourous prosecution of the war and for the continued welfare of the people after a victorious peace, such board
in respect to schools of medicine
of health shall be
or methods of treatment.
New Mexico that the Republican
of
We congratulate the people
party has redeemed its pledge of two years ago to end the wastefulness and favoritism in the use of Road Funds so notorious under
the last Democratic administration, and providing a comprehensive and efficient system for construction and maintenance of
public highways and equitable distribution of road funds among the
several counties.
We favor the enactment by the legislature of a law to increase
the educational facilities of the state and provide free opportunity
schools for Jhe business education of soldiers' dependents and relatives.
In view of the necessity for at increased supply of fuel in the
United States, we pledge our candidates for Congress to use their
efforts to secure the construction and operation by the United
States while the railroads are under government control, of a line
of railroad from some available point on the Aachisom, Tdpeka &
Santa Fe Railroad to the San Juan coal fields, which are known
to be the largest coal fields in the southwest.
We express our pride and appreciation that the American
Farmers have successfully met the unprecedent food demands of our
armies and people, and those of our allied nations. Recognizing
that farming is the basic industry of our country, we favor the
enactment of a Farm Bureau Law that the State of New Mexico
with the federal government in promoting the
may
prosperity of the farmers through such worthy organization.
Be it further resolved: That this republican State Convention
which is represented by every County and the people of the whole
State, although with the greatest pride, feel deeply for those sons
of New Mexico who gallantly serving their Country and flag have
been reported in the American troops causalities lists at the front
as killed in action, wounded or missing, and which uniting in the
sorrow of their families and friends, yet we view with pride, just
envy and admiration the glorious gold stars that have been added
to their service flag throughout the State of New Mexico.

REPUBLICAN PLATFORM

I

Adopted Unanimously by the Victory
Convention of a Thousand Delegates
at Santa Fe. New Mexico, Oct. 2. 1918
The Republican party of New Mexico through its delegates
assembled in state convention at the City of Santa Fe on the 1st,
day of October, 1918,
its allegience to, and faith in,
the principles which have borne it to victory so frequently in the
past.
We pledge our all without reservation to the triumphant winning of the war for the defense of American rights and principles
and the liberty of the world against the aggressions of the Imperial German Government.
We declare that it is the supreme task of the civilized world
to crush the insolent attempt of German autocracy to substitute
military dictatorship for self government and independent work.
We stand behind our President and our Government with all
our resources of men, money and patriotism for the most vigorous
prosecution of the war to a speedy and complete victory.
We demand that there shall be no peace without such victory,
and that no peace terms be for a moment considered which
do
not require the unconditional surrender of Prussian Militarism.
We fend our greeting to the Sons of the Republic, fighting
for the liberty of the world on the battle field of Europe. We
express our pride in their heroic proof of American valor, and
pledge to them the preserved inheritance of freedom and justice, for
which they offer their supreme sacrifices, and the utmost measure
of reward and gratitude that a free people may give to those who
go forth to battle for their defense.
We pledge to President Wilson, as Commander in Chief of the
armies and navy of the United States, to General Pershing, Commander of our armies in France, to Field Marshal Foch, generalissimo of the Allied forces, and to all the soldiers
our
battles "over there', the faithful and loyal support offighting
every candidate and every member of the Republican party in New Mexico.
We accept and approve all necessary grants of power to the
Commander in Chief to make this Nation capable of every defense,
and we approve governmental conttol during the war emergency of
every agency of production and services necessary to enhance our
efficiency in the conduct of the war.
We declare that there is now but one paramount duty for every
American citizen of whatever political party to do his utmost to
help win the war.
We endorse, and pledge the services of every Republican in
New Mexico to promote the success of, the Fourth Liberty Loan,
and declare our confidence that the splendid patriotism of the men
and women of New Mexico will carry New Mexico
"over the top"
in this as well as in all other war activities.
We rejoice in the glorious record of the party which has given
to the nation the illustrious names of Lincoln, Grant, Garfield,
Blaine, McKinlcy. Roosevelt and Taft. It was a party of patriotism
when it saved the Union, and it is a party of patriotism now, and
it can never forget its responsibilities to the country it saved, and
whose honor, and financial integrity it preserved for more than a
half century.
We accept the statement of President Wilson that the Republican party is the war party, and are proud of the fact that it was
only the efficient and constructive support of the Republican leaders in Congress, including our Senator, Albert B. Fall, in passing
war measures over the opposition of the Democratic leaders in both
houses, that enabled the President and the officers of the army
and navy to mobilize our forces and send them across the sea in
time to prevent disaster.
We accept the testimony of the temporary chairman of the
Democratic. State Convention in his keynote speech that most of
the men whom the President was finally obliged to call to his assistance in order to win the war, and to whose constructive ability,
efficiency and
patriotism, are largely due the wonderful achievements for which the Democratic
party is now claiming the
credit, are prominent members of the Republican party.
We denounce as
and
the attempt
of certain Democratic leaders to exploit the splendid patriotism
of
the people of the United States for selfish or partisan purposes.
We assert that this great world war in which the brave men
and women of fill political parties in America are offering to sacrifice their blood and treasure is being fought for
higher and
nobler purposes than merely to make the United States safe for the
Democratic party or any of its candidates.
We denounce the agitation by a number of Democratic politicians, to commit the American people to the doctrine of free trade
at the peace table, which may follow the conclusion of this war.
The people have again and again rejected at the polls the free
trade, or tariff for revenue only, propaganda of the Democratic
party, because the majority of the people of this Nation believed in,
as they now believe in, and support a
protective tariff and will
foster and protect home labor, and home industries, and they
will not stand for a policy committing this country at any peace
confiTcnce or elsewhere, to the free trade dogma of the Democratic party
We believe the Republican party will be required for the reconstruction period that will follow the triumph of our armies
in Europe, just as it was needed at the close of the Rebellion, and-fthat reason, among others, we believe that only such candidates should be nominated and elected to office as are in full accord with the Republican principles, and capable of handling the
great problems that will arise, and must be solved and settled when
the war is over.
No consideration of expense must be allowed to interfere with
the winning of this war, and no patriotic citizen will criticise the
use of vast sums of money in carrying on the war when such
money is honestly and judiciously expended, but there is an imperative necessity for prudence, economy, and wisdom in such exWe condem the inefficiency which caused the squanpenditures.
dering of six hundred and forty million dollars of the peoples
money by those placed by this Administration in charge of production of airplanes, as but another evidence of the unfitness and incompetency of the Democratic party to conduct the affairs of this
Nation. When this war is over, and when the Republican party
is again restored to power, as it will be, we will demand an investigation, and punishment of thoise who have brought this disgrace upon
the Nation.
We affirm our faith in that great principle adopted by the
founders of the Republic that this is a Government of Laws and
that it is vital to the preservation of our liberties that we guard
and maintain that principle against the insidious forces working
in this country with the support of certain prominent leaders of the
Democratic party to establish the dangerous doctrine that this is
a Government of Men, a doctrine that is the very foundation of
the autocratic Imperial German Government.
We declare that the three great departments of the Government, legislative, executive, and judicial, must be permitted and required to perform their respective functions as contemplated by
the Constitution, and that elected officers must ever be servants,
not masters, of the people.
We point w'th pride to the career in the United State Senate
of our distinguished citizen Senator Albert B. Fall. At all times
Senator Fall has not only carefully guarded and protected the interest of our state and people, but his counsel and cooperation have
been invaluable to th1 country at large. Senator Fall has been
open, and. fearless in his advocacy of principals of right and justice
and in his denunciation of inefficiency and incompetency wherever
found in the prosecution of the war, and initiating the same- with
wise and efficient war measures. Senator Fall is entitled to credit
for the conspicuous part he has taken in putting the country upon
an efficient basis and particularly for introducing the bill changing
the draft age to include men from 18 to 45 years of age and in
securing for boys between the ages of 16 and 21 to homestead rights.
He openly and fearlessly comdemed the statement of Senator Jones
to the effect that such boys would be used to defraud the government by designing persons desiring to obtain large bodies of land.
We commend the action of Senator Fall for his prompt and successful effort in preventing the extension of Indian reservations in
this state, especially the Navajo reservation which now includes a
large portion of McKinley and San Juan Counties, which extension
would deprive settlers and stockmen of the benefit of the homestead
laws of our country, and we heartily approve of the amendment
adopted by Congress through the efforts of Senator Fall prohibiting future extensions of such reservations unless the same is done
by Act of Congress.
We heartily endorse the administration of our able and efficient war governor, Washington F Lindsey, under whose adminisof the State have been wisely
tration the resources and
and effectively
mobilized, and used for our country's
defense, and tinder whose careful guardianship the public revenues
have been wisely and economically administered. With his earnest '
and approval the last two sessions of our Republican
Legislature have enacted much wise and patriotic legislation among
which are a just and liberal Workmen's Compensation Law, a law
providing the Australian Ballot Svstem safewtiardins; the purity and
secrecy of the ballot, a law for the protection and care of abueJ
neglected, and abandoned children, a law creating a comprehensive
system for construction and maintenance of h'ghways throughout
the State ; a Resolution proposing a Constitutional Amendment providing state-wid- e
prohibition, which was ratified by an overwhelming majority at the polls, laws for a broader and more efficient educational system, and laws providing ample means and measures for
the public defense and welfare during the war emergency.
We endorse and appreciate the earnest and faithful work of the
members of the State and County Councils of Defense.
We heartily endorse the action of the State Council of Defense,
Governor Lindsey, Attorney General Patton, the Bernalillo County
Council of Defense, the Rotary and Kiwanis Clubs of Albuquerque
the Lick the Kiser Club of Eddy County, and the patriotic newsdealers and citizens in New Mexico in trying to prevent the cirand
culation in this state of the
Publication! of William Randolph Hearst.
We commend the course of the New York State Democratic
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$75,000

CHAVES
Worth of Shoep Sold

has sold alt
J. R. DeGraftenreid
the aheep on his ranch to C. W. Culp,
of Paradise, Kan., and has gone to
Buchanan, near where the ranch is
situated, to deliver the animals, which
will require a month. The consideration was about $75,000. The1 deal
involved about 5000 ewes and 1000
lambs, together with 100 blooded rams
bought at Salt Lake City last year
at $150, a head.
The sale leaves Mr. Degraftenreid
only his cattle and the ranch itself.
It is said that drouth obliged hjm
to dispose ot his sheep.

COLFAX
KaaVt Grocery Closet Doors
The Kajrv Kash Grocery Company
Park avenue, consigned its stock of
ooods over to its creditors Wednes
day and closed the store. Mr. Kagy
has not been able to take an active
part in the store for the past two
months owing to sickness in his
family, and this, together with- the
scarcity of experienced help, is said
to have been the cause of its fail
ure. Raton Reporter.
-

Military Instruction at Raton
The Colfax County High school is
offering this year a thorough course
in military tactics. Mr. C. Louns
berrv. for three years a commission
ed officer in the coast artillery, has
chare of this instruction in mill
tary science. The enrollment for the
High School now exceedsi 200, which
is much in excess of the anticipat
ed enrollment. Raton Range.
The Meloche ranch had a splendid
display of its products raised this
season in the window of the Colfax
County Farm Bureau in the Scaberg
building, last week.

CURRY
Currv County's auota for the com
liberty loan will be more than
it was at the last drive, although the
quota is less than the county purchased of the Third Liberty Loan
as she went over the top at that time
The quota is $174,500.
ine--

The big ditching machine is now
working in the west part of town,
preparing for the extension of the
sewerage system. It will take sixty
to ninety days to get this work
completed. Clovis - News.
is not exactly a
minute man, but about the next thing
to it. He dug a well 185 feet deep,
put in casing, had up the tower ann
wheel and water pumping for T. D.
Gentry of Sunrise in three and one
half days. Clovis Mews.
T.

C. Carnahan

Building Addition
G. A. Camobell has started an ad
dition to his ice cream factory and
bottling work. The new addition
will give him more room and will
also house a refrigerating plant that
he expects to install. Mr. Campbell
plans also to establish a small ice
factory later in connection with his
business. CIovis News.

don.

of town.

STATE

NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

Stock shipments from Willard last
week were J. I. Hodges, one car of
mules to east Texas: M. H. Senter,
three cars of cattte to Kansas City;
Everett Bros, one car of cattle to
Sterling City, Texas. Willard Record.

OF NEW MEXICO
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PUBLIC

LAND

SALE

UNION COUNTY
S. W. Humphries, of Vaughan, has
commenced work on a six room Office nl the Commissioner ol Public
Lands,
house for C. H. Stanton, of Willard.
It will be ready for occupancy about Notice is hereby given thst pursuant to
the provisions of sn Act of Congress
November 1st.
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the attractive pebble dash style, con20
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STATE WILL SPEND IN IMS
THE SUM OF $0,500,000

J. J. Wieman recently bought 2,000
ewes from Capt. DeBrem- ond, in the White Mountains. It was
laid to be the nicest bunch of ewes
in New Mexico. Fort Sumner Ke
view.
black-fac- e

The ranch home building of V. A,
Lyles, about five miles north of Fort
Sumner, was destroyed by fire last
Thursday morning. The fire started
In the roof, from a defective flue,
Most of the contents were saved.
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DONA ANA

Mist Hawk to Collefo
Miss Tura A. Hawk, who for the
of
past year has been state leaderNew
home demonstration agents in
Mexico, has been appointed dean of
women and head of the home economics department of the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
- Miss Hawk is
regarded as well
qualified for her new position. She
graduated from Iowa State Teachers
college in 1905 with a degree of B.
Di., and became assistant principal
nd instructor in Iowa and south
Dakota high schools. In 1916 she received the degrees of B. S. in H. E.
and B. S. in Aar. Ed., from Iowa State
college. During the summer sessions
he was instructor in poultry husbandry at the Iowa State college.
After graduation Miss Hawk was assistant home demonstration agent in
Iowa and the next year she was
home demonstration agent in Black
Hawk county, Iowa.
Miss Hawk takes up her new duties at the opening of the college
year on October 1. Ruralist.

See.
Sec.
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SIERRA
Farm

BuildinaT

PERSONAL
FUTURE FORETOLD: Send dime.
age, birthdate for truthful; reliable, conP. O.
vincing trial reading. Hazel Hauae,
Box. 1B. axis Angelas, ui.no. m-u- .
VOI IP.

Burned

A large farm building situated east
of George Disinger's residence at
Hillsboro was completely destroyed
by fire recently about midnight. Miss
Mary Coalson- and younger sister and
brother who occupied the dwelling
barely escaped with their lives. The
origin of the fire which started in
the wood box is a mystery. They
lost practically every thing they pos
sessed.

SOCORRO

MARRY IP SINGLE for sure marriage best
larareat in the Country estsbliahed 11 years.
Thouaands Honorable Wealthy members
Wishing Early marriage, both sex, Strictly
lontidenual list tree.
The Old Reliable Club, 732 Madison, Oak.
land, Calif. No.

ARE YOU SINGLET Would you mar
if suited ? Let me find your ideal
absolute satisfaction; Many wealth)
wishing marriage: honorable con
fidential; members descriptions free
Mrs. CappeL Box-75- 7
Oakland Caul
-- No.
ry
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Off To Munition Plaat
men left
Recently thirtv-nin- e
EDDY
BOS
FAIRMOUNT MATERNITY
for Nashville. Tennessee, NEW
PITAL for coafiaexseati nncea reasonable
where they will go to work in the may work for board: babies adopted. Write
booklet, Mrs. T. B. Loag. 4M1 sw 17 tk
City Caaaatary Wall Sticcoea
large DuPont munition works now for naas
City, at, no. Jus.
The well at the City cemetery beinsi erected in the suburbs of that
has proven a decided success; the southern city.
DRUG AND UOUOI HABITS treated kt
bis; cement tank, 40 feet in diametne xsost aansaae ana sctesmnc eacinaat
ter and six feet deep, is full of water Bin-- Cattla Shipaaaat
at Magdaleaa Hospital, Msgdaleaa, N. ae.
to Dr. H.
nd has been shut off. Several perOver two thousand head of cattle Addreea all communications
Boa Ml. Nav.
son have connected their lots with were shipped from Magdalena last Abermathy, P.
the water mains and others have Wednesday, most of the bunch go MARRY IP LONELY: for results try at.
signified their intention of doing; to. ing to Maxwell, being bought by best and moat successful HoaM Maker";
aumasm aosai strict
Hydrants have been placed at inter- Humohrev & Thorn, of that city. lyhundreds nek wisb
confidential; saost reliable; years of ex
vals over the grounds and Dr. Boat- It was one of the heaviest ship
""Th Swccest
free.
descriptions
perience;
man is expecting; daily a shipment of ments of recent years and the town ful Club". Mrs. Pardic. Bon Hi. Oakland.
trees and shrubs ordered some time presented quite a lively scene during Calif. No.
afre for fall planting. Carlsbad Cur the loading. Magdalena Mews.
LADY.
2S.
SOUTHERN
Worth S12JIB.
rent
ML Leaarne.
Toteao.
Would Mam.
IHUO,
TORRANCE
Paul Ares and men are branding
the cattle recently purchased by him
Handsome French lady. 21. worth
from the Merchant Livestock com Ranch Chaaujas HaavJa
$125,000. Anxious to marry honorable
A deal was closed recently be- gentleman. Mrs. Warn. 2216?$ Temple
pany, preparatory to driving them
to the Ares' ranch in the mountains. tween Macario Torres and Howard St Los Angeles, CaL
Carlsbad Current,
Payne, wherein the former acquired
title to 1700 acres of land in the Wealthy young widow would marry
S. E. Piper, assistant biologist, lor Progresso country and the latter re- trustworthy,
g
man, eld
the Bureau of Biological Surrey, was ceived 50 head of cattle and $2,100. as 60 considered Mrs. M. Bnx 54H
ia Eddy county recently. Mr. Piper --Willard Record.
Los Angeles. Cal
Mag-dalen- a

a

-

home-lovin-

4.

6;
9;

E'A,

of

Possessioa under contracts of sal tor
the above deacribed trscts will.b fivsa
Public oa or before October 1st, 1919.

COLFAX COUNTY
of the Commissioner
of Tublit
Lands,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice Is hereby given thst pursusm
to the provisions ol an Act of
gress, approved June 20th, 1910, the laws
of the State ol New Mexico, and the rules
and regulations of the State Land Of
fice. the Commissioner of Public Landa will
otter at public sale to the highest biddei
at y ocioca, a. i m., . on . saturaay, Y . .no
i.
na
i
. V,, I l.I'll a.,.
.1
1..0, I II lik IUKU u, Hull,
County of Colfax, State of New Mexico, ia
ironi oi tne court nuuse tnerein, tne
following described tracts of land visi
Office

NNEU,

nBw,

sec,

.

,,.

,

,

"

,ucu

bn

contract.

of

Public

-

',

.
Sal
No. I2SI
All nl fee
T
N., R. 18 E containing 640.00 seres. The
improvements consist of fencinff. value
00.
No bid on the above described trsct
of land will be accepted for less than $3.00

per acre.

will

The sbove sale of land will be subject
the following
terms and conditions.

i

vis:

The above sale of lsnd will be subject
to vslid exiating rights, essements, riglitt
of way sn dreservations.

COUNTY

Commissioner

Sale No. L-NMSWJ4, NWMSEM, Sec
8; All of Sec. 18; T. It N'., it. 20 E. SKS4
SE'A, NJ4SES4, NS'j.SWtf,
SVMSWVs, sy,
NWM. Sec. V; eiNEM, SV4. SKNWK, Svc
26; SA. Sec. 27: SE'A, Sec. 2H; T. 8 .V.,
19
E., All of Sec. K; SEtf. NJ4SW
S"A. Sec. 32: T. 11 N, R it E., All of
Sic. 36; T. 11 N R. 21 K., ini,.,, rising 2434.64
ih signaitil as four sections.

land.

Tlie successful bidder must oav to the
lommisBiontr oi ruDiic i.anas or nis agent
aucn
ol tne
sale,
nuiuiugoffered
by him for the land, four
price
per cent interest in advance for the bal
ance of auch uprchase price, tees for advertising and appraisement and all coata
incidental to the aale herein, each and
all of aaid amounts must be deposited in
cash or certified exchange at the time
of sale and which said amounts snd sll
of them are suhirct to forfeiture to the
State of New Mexico, if the succeistui
bidder does not execute s contrsct within
thirty days after it haa been mailed tc
him hy the State Land Office, ssid con
tract to provide that the purchaser ma;
at his option mske payments ol not less
than
of ninety-fiv- s
per cent
of the purchase price at any time sflet
the aale and prior to the expiration oi
thirty years from the dste ol the con
tract and to provide for the payment 01
any unpaid balance at the capirat'n o,
thirty years from the date of the con
tract with intereat on deferred payments
at the rate of four per cent per annum
iu iuiiuu un iiic anniversary oi
paouic
the date of the contract, partial
payments
be credited oa the anniverssry oiT the
dale of the contract next followitie th.
date of tender.

the

of

SWM, SEVL Sec. 1; All of Sec. 2; SWU. Sec
3; SEU, NEUSWtf, Lots I, 2, Sec. 4; NEK
SEyi, Lots j, 4, Sec. 9; AV of Sections 10,
II, S'S, NEH, SVSNWX. NWHNWU, Sec
12; WH. Sec. 13: All of Sec. 14: NEU. Sec.
15; Lots 1, 2, Sec. 16; NMNEU.
Sec. 23;
NNWU. Sec. 24: T. 11 N.. R. 23 E.. Lots
I, 2, 3, 4. Sec. 2; T. 9 N R. 19 E.. NEU.
NF.fjSEM, E)4NW, Sec. 7; T. t N R. 20
E., All of Sections 2, 16; T. R N., R. 19
K., comprising 6563.95 seres, designated aa
tin sretinns, out no more than eight sec-- t
.us will be included
,n anyone lese

No bid on the above deacribed tracts of
land will he accepted for lesa than FIVE
DOLLARS
($5.00)
per acre, which ia the
appraised value thereof and in addition
thcieto the auccessful
bidder must pay
for the imnrovementa that eaiat on th

tracts

PUBLICATION

Ssnta Fe, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to
the provisions of sn Act of Congress sp- laws of the
Sroval June 30th, 1910, th
of Near Mexico, and rales snd regulations of the State Land Office, the
Commissioner of Public Lsnds will offer for
lease for the mining for, and extration of
oil and gaa, at public auction to the higheat
bidder at Nine o'clock, A. M., November
21at, 1918, in the town of Santa Rosa, County of Guadalupe, State of New Mexico, in
front of the court house therein, the following deacribed landa,
G.I- - M. S.l
f n.a 9 . ClVWil UU',4

2u;

the above described
for sale sepsrstely.

FOR

MEXICO

Lsnds,

SWUNEU,

$150.00.

Each ol
be offered

NOTICE

NEW

GUADALUPE

.xl

SV,

OF

Office

W.

-

STATE

OIL AND CAS LEASE OF PUBLIC LANDS

C.

u,

.

I

Zyi. Sec. 15; All of
. All
Sec. so; SWU. Sec. 24: Wut. See.
of Sec. 26; E& Sec, 27; T. 4 N., R. 20 E..
NtfStf, Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Sec. 2; S'i, Sec.
Sec. 4: SU. See. it N'SF.H
y.
SFU
3;
CPU
Lot 6, Sec. 6: NEMNEtf, Si?, See.
9. HU
b. Buiilz CiZ c- - a
NWji; "SwaNEM, S.C. ,l0;SlE4,'ENW)S
Sec. 11; NX, Sec. 12; All of
16,

ntUNEu,
Sec. 19; T. 4 s&NWft,
N., R. 21 E Lot 5, ESWU,
NJ4SEX, Sec. 6; EMNEU, SWMNEU. Nw2,
Sec. 7; T. 4 N., R. 22 E., All of Sections
16, 19, NWMNEfX, NWU, NWUSWM,
Etf
SEX, Sec. 20; All of See. 21; W4. Sec.
22; W'4. Sec 27; All of See. M; tyilyi,
W54NWJ4, Sec. 29;
NEJd, WHSESec
30; WUHEV,,
NWU, NHSWU, TiW?SE,
31; Aft of Sections 32,
Wj4NW)J
Sals No. IMS
StfSWJ,, SE4, SEMNEM. Sec.
E!4SWja, SEU Sec. 35: All of
Lots i, 3, Sec. 2; S'ASEH, NEtfSE4, Efe SEUNWM
fbui 4, Sec. 3; Lou 1, 2. NySSEM. Sec. 36; T. S N..nfe. 19 E., Lot J, NEW,
Kinr,
nnM,
Sec. 4: SWjdNEX, SEjaNWii, NEleSW. ES4NWJ, NEJ4SWK. NSEU, Sec. 31; Al
NWKSEld, Sec. 10; NHNvVj, NEXSEJ,, Sec. of Sec. 32; Ntf. NjiSW, Sec. 33; All of
T- - 5
20
11; EtfSEM, Sec. 25;
E4. ENWU,
ESEM SWU. Sec.
Sit All of Sections S3 At U
Sec.
5 N., R. 21 E
T.
35,
R?
36;
27 E.
Sec, 33; &H, Sec 34; T. 32 N.,
containing 28,330.92
consist ol lenc-in- g
containing 2280.08 seres, of which S47.48 seres acres.and sne improvements
were selected lor the Santa re and Orsm
corrals, value $8,700.00.
County Railroad Bond Fnnd. The improve
All of Sec. 15; T. 2 N.,
menta consist of reservoir, plowing sad R. Sale Na. MM
27 E., contsininit 640.00 acrea.
There
fencing, vslue $2,600.00,
are no improvements on this trsct.
Sals No. Mil
SWMNEK.
NWMSEH
No.
of
All
127
Sale
Sec, 22; T. 2 N.,
Sec. 4; T. 25 N., R. 26 E., containing Sam
seres. There srs no improvements on this R. 27 E., containing 640.00 acrea. The
improvements consist of fencing. vaIh
tract.

I,

ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
State of New Mexico.
Firat Publication July 26, WIS.
Last Publication October 4, 191a.

Alol
N. Sec.Sec. 10: All
of

13;
14;

my hand snd the official seal
Land Office of the Stat af
this twentieth dsy of July.

Witness

of the State
New Mexico,

Sec.
;
WKNWM,

Sections It, 12,
VH, SEU, Sec.

Sec. 14; T. 26 N?, R. 35
, 1,
., Lots 1.
Sec. 6; Lot 1, Sec 7; T. 26 N., R. 36 E.,
GUADALUPE
About six and a half million dol- WKSWX,NW,Sec. 3; All of Sec. 4; EVSNEtf,
5;
NWJsSWH,
EKSEjs, Sec. 9:
Sals No. 1311
NEKSEX, Sec. 4; T.
lars will be spent for state purposes Sec.
NW!4NW!i. Sec. 10: SWtfSEK. Sec. 14:
N R. 26 E containing 40.00 acres. There
Sec. 16; are no
Among the indictments returned in 1918 as proposed by the state S'A, Sec. 15: EA, StfNV
SW,
improvements on this trsct.
SEtfNEX, SESWK, SE& Sec. 17; Eyi,
by the grand jury recently were three tax commission.
SWX, Sec. 19; All of
NENWM.
No.
SPWM,
Sals
Mil
the
indictments against James Fergus-so- n,
SSWM, SWHSEM, Sec
has
compiled
Secretary Asplund
Sections 20, 21, 22, 23; SWtfNEK, SjNWtf, 4; W'ANEH. NEWNWK.
WSW, See. 9;
one for the murder of William distributions giving a total of
Sec. 25; Ail T. 27 N K. 24 t.,
SV4. Sec. 24; SVSNWtf, SVV
containing 341.00 acrea
Sections 26, 27; ft',. SW, NEKSEtf, The improvements consist
A. Sutton and one for the murder
windof
including all revenues from of
Sec. 28: All of Sections 29. 30. 32. 33. 34. mill, lanka and fencing, value well,
$343.00.
of Walter-- W. Sutton, both father county levies and $432,401.46 from 3S,
36; T. 27 N., R. 35 E., ES4SWJ,
and son, which occurred at Newkirk. municipalities. To this about $2000,-00- 0 SEtf, Sec. 13; ES4, EjWX, Sec. 24; Eyi, Sale No. Mil
NWHNWX, Sec. 9; T. 27
on the 9th day of June last. An
from state levies i to be added. E',W4. Sec. 25; T. 27 N., R.Sec.34 33;E., T.Wyi2 N., R. 24 E., containing 40.00 acres. There
SWJ4SEJ4,
SWji,
SEUSWtf,
no
arc
will
theimprovements on this tract,
indictment was also returned against
The funds to which
money
N., R. 35 E., containing 19,322.68 acres. The
Fergusson for assault with a deadly go are as follows.
improvements consist of fencing, value
Sals No. 1314
SKHSEM, Sec. 5; T. 2
ImN., K. 24 E., containing 4U.0O acres.
weapon on William Murray, a son-in-la- Valuation
$378,436,292 00
of stone house, shed
consist
provements
of W. A. Sutton, Ferguson
Sale No. 1307
SWtfNEtf, Sec. 4; T. 14 and cistern, value $1000.00.
199,030.10 N
R. 32 E., containing 4U.U0 acres. There
was out on bond in the sum of $25,000. Court
394.161.15 are no improvements on this tract.
No bid on the above described tracts o:
He was present when the indictments General County
bid on the above dcscrtbetl tracts ol land will be
No'
accepted for less than ElVt
1,81570 land will
were filed and was immediately ar- Court House and Jail
be accepted for less than Five UUl.IiAKS
($5.00)
per acre, which ii th'
75.192.58
Dollars ($5.00) per acre, which is the apraigned, and plead not guilty. His Wild Animal Bounty
thereof and in addltiot
value
appraised
18.607.96 praised value thereof, and in addition there-tthe successful bidder must pay
theteto
case was set for trial at the begin- Indigent
the succesnfu) bidder must pay for the for Ihe
improvements that exist on th.
22,16874
ning of the April term of court 1919. Judnmcnt
improvements that exist on the land.
land.
13 640.50
Santa Rosa Voicev
Transcript
Each of the above described
17.999.33
tracts will
Each of the above described
tracts wil
Agricultural Agents
be oflered for sale separately.
be offered for sale sepaiatety.
617.374.60
Roads
LEA
163.171.21
Lot 2, Sec. 2; T. 25 N..
Sale No. 130S
Interest
The above sale of land will be aubjec
There are to the following
78,879.47 R. 33 E., containing 39.77 acres.
terms and conditiona
Sinking
No bid viz. :
no improvements on this tract.
Cotton Cin Busy
1,891.241.54 on
School (County Unit)
the above described tract of land will
for
land selected for thi
the
has
which
Except
The Loving cotton gin,
113,829.51 be accepted for leas than $10.00 per acre.
Co. H. S.
Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Bone
been working fur about two weeks,
the successful bidder must pay ti
Fund,
The above sale of land will be subject the Commissioner of Public Lands or hit
has ginned over eighty bales of cot- Total
3,707.112.80
terms and conditions, agent holding such sale,
to the following
o
ton so far, and plenty coming on to Co. Special
6,220.18 vis:
the price offered by him for the land
429,046.67
keep the bin busy. Larsh Bros, are School District
tour per cent cent interest iu advance lot
The successful bidder must pay to the the
of such purchase price, feet
running both gins, one at Lovinpj-anCommissioner of Public Lsnds or his agent lur balance
adyertiaing and appraisement and ali
the other at Otis.
4,142,369.65
ot the
Bitch sale,
Total
holding
Inr th. lanH
hv him
Eiirht bales of cotton burned in Municipalities
432,401.46
:
r centIIt.A
an ot said amounts muet be denoait
:z
interest in advance for the bal and
per
c ,, in
the gin yard at Loving last Tuesday
or cerljfi,.d
chlinge
,h,
of auch uprchase price, fees for sd
ance
me
ol
discovered
,nd ,,,,(,. ,ald ,munlt in0
was
bale
4,574,781.11
night and ona
Final Total
and appraisement snd all coals a
, ,htm
e ,ubjtt, to forfeiture to tht
yertising
on fire in the same place the followsale
each
and
to
incidental
,
the
herein,
New Mcxiro
i( ,he
SlIitt
all of said amounts must be deposited in uln,,r loei oot
There is no theory $2,000,000 IS AVAILABLE
ecute
contract with
ing morning.
rash or certified exchange at the time 1D
u hil,
da ,
miilta
advanced as to th ecau.se of the conIN
YfcAK
FOR STATE ROADS
of sale and which said amounts snd all ,
imu hv the Slate Land (lflire
of them are subject to forfeiture o tlie contract
flagration.
to nrovide that the nnrehau,
,
State of New Mexico, if the successful
nt ....
hi. r..,,;, mai..
A total of $1,834,478.36 will be spent bidder
does not execute a contract within
of
than
five pu
LUNA
for state roads this year as follows: thirty daye Hcr it has been mailed to cent o( tne purchase priceninety
tirni
at
any
him by the State Land Office, said con of thirty
For overhead, $78,990; for mainten- tract
from the date of the con
that the purchaser may ,racl and years
for me payment o.
to
and bridged $296,062; at his to providemake
of
roads
provide
ance
payments of not less , any unpaid balance at the expiration o
option
$20 000 Swiminf Pool
for road machinery $55,738.50.
than
of ninety-fiv- e
per cent thirty years from the date ol the con
The war camp community service
is to be raised from the of the purchase price at any time after after
sum
The
the sale and
to the expiratioi
has accepted plans and the funds
sale
ol tract with interest prior
the
snd
the
to
on deferred paymenti
expiration
prior
following sources:
con- - at the rate of four
have been provided for the erection Federal
cent per annum
per
299.1'; thirty years from Ihe fordate of the
$585
tract and to provide
apportinment
the payment ol payable in advance on the anniversary
oi
of a $20,000 swimming pool and bath State
327.139.07 any unpaid balance at the expiration
ol the date of the contract, partial
apportionment
paymenti
house for the use of Camp Cody sol- Forest
28.922.32 thirty years irom the date ol the con-to be credited on the anniveraary of tht
revenues
with interest on deferred payments date of the contract oext following tht
diers and the citizens of Deming.
57,393.00 tract
Poll tax cash collections
at the rate of four per cent per annum date of tender.
48,171.00 payable in advance on the anniversary ot
licenses
Auto
Y. M. C. A. Nearing Completion
the date of the contract, partial payments
The sale of land aelected for the Sants
Funds on hand, bond issues,
to be credited on the anniversary of the Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Func
The new $7,500 Y. M. C. A., build-no- 98,757.45 date
etc
of the contract next following
the will be subject to the above terms anc
at Camp Cody base hospital is
date of tender.
conditions except that the aucceaaful bid
rapidly nearing completion and much
der must pay In cash or certified ex
$1,146,681.99
Total
The above sale of land will be subjeci change at the time of sale
of the furniture has been received at To be
oi
687,796.37
taxation
raised
by
valid
to
the purchasd price offered by him fot
is
easements,
existing
rights,
rights
A
smaller building
headquarters.
of way and reservations.
the land four per cent interest in sd
remount.
being erected at the
$1334,478.36
The Commissioner of Public Lends or vance for the balance of auch purchas
Grand Total
his sgent holding such ssle reserves the price and will be required to execute s
to reject sny snd sll bids offered contract providing for the payment of thi
right
SMITH GETS LIFE SENTENCE
auch
OTERO
balance of
purchase
price is
st ssid sale.
equal annusl inatalmenta with la
INSTEAD OF HANGING
Possession under contracts of ssle for thirty
on all deferred paymenta at th
terest
the sbove described tracts will be
rate of four per cent per annum in sd
Full Swing
Apple Picking
and interest due on Octo
vance,
Following the report of a lunacy on or before October 1st, 1919.
Apple picking is in full swing at commission, Governor Lindsey this
Witness my hsnd and the official seal ber 1st,paymenta
of each year.
It week commuted the sentence of A. of the Stste Lsnd Office of the State of
Mountain Park and Highrolls.
New Mexico, thia twelfth day of August,
The sbove ssle of land will be subjeci
s estimated that the apple crop in
B.
alias Dashley who was to lyia.
to valid exiating righta, easements, righti
the vicinity of these districts will haveSmith,
ROBT. B. ERVIEN
of
im
to
lite
wsy and reaervations.
last
month,
hanged
Commissioner
of Public Lsnds,
aggregate 150 car loads.
of Public Lands oi
Drisonment.
State of New Mexico. hisThe Commisaionersuch
sale reservea the
sgent holding
Smith was convicted of the murder Firet Publication Auguat 16, 191a,
to reject any and all bida offeree
right
IS.
Last
Publication
191.
October
of Sheriff Starr in Luna county.
ROOSEVELT
at ssid sale.
Poaaeasion under cuntracts ol aale for tht
above described tracts will be given oa
STATE OP NEW MEXICO
or before October firat, 1919.
The following cattle shipments left
Witness my hand and the official ses
last week: G. A.. Chumblev, two
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of the State Lsnd Office of the Stste o
cars ; J. W. Fisher, two cars ; Howard
New Mexico, this seventeenth day of Auguat
& Smith, four cars the latter firm
HELP WANTED.
1918.
PUBLIC LAND SALE
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
is aslo shipping two cars from Elida.
of Public Lands of thi
Commissioner
SOCORRO COUNTY
T. Wilcox a carload. Fortales WOODS AND SAW MILL HELP WANTED
x
State of New Mexico
News.
in
75
men
First
Publication
work
to
sawmills,
We want
August 23. ISIS.
of
Office
Ihe Commisaioner of Public
T. H. Crouch
November
Last
Publication
was in Kansas City logging camps and to make hewn ties, min
I, 1918.
Lands,
inff nrona. etc.. at Velarde. New Mexico.
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
last week where he accomnamed
Good wages snd deairablc living quarters,
Is
Notice
thst
hereby
given
pursuant
shipment of cattle for G. T. Little- Lome prepared to go to worn.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
to tbs provisions ol sn Act ol C inFEDERAL TIE A LUMBER CO.
field and others.
gress, approved June 20th, 1910. the lawa
NOTICE FOR PUBUCATION
Velarde, New Mexico. of
the State ot New Mexico, ana the rules

la

was over
from Kicardo last 1 hursday ana sain
there was the usual activity in the
bear grass industry. There are no
vacant dwellings in that hamlet
Fort Sumner Review.
Judge G. W. Zimmerman

Commissioner

sll bids offered

any snd

PUBLIC LAND SALE

,,,,,

DE BACA

the

Ssata Fc, New Mexico.
Notice ia hereby given thst pursuant to
the provisions of sn Act of Congress ap20th, 1910, lbs laws of the
Possession under contrscts of sslc lot proved June
state
oi new mexico, ana rules ana reguhe sbovs described tracts win be given
of the Ststs Land Office, the Com
ins sucoessiui Diaaer on signing ins con lations
missioner ol fublie Lands will offer
tract.
st public sale, to the hixheat bidder, at
Witness my bsnd snd the officisl seal 9 p clock A. M., on Tuesday, November
t the Stats Land Office of the State oi uin, ufu. ia tne town ol fort Sumner,
of De Baca, Stste of New Mexico,
New Mexico, this nineteenth dsy of August County
in front ol the court house therein, the
1918,
following described trscts of land, vis.)
ROBE.TT P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
No. UN
All of Sections 1, 2, J,
State of New Mexico 4; Sals
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, SWU, NEMSEjsj, Sec.
Firat Publication August 23, 19 S.
1. 2, See.
Lots
; TV 4 N., R. 19 E.,
5;
Last Publication November 1, ISIS.
Lot; 1.Sec.2, J, 4,LotsSEKSWU. Si?SEJ. Sec.NEv
1, 3,1, SWU,
1;
2j
SE,
MEXICO
STATE OP NEW
Lots 1. 2. 4. SEla. Sec. 3: Lots!. 2. SeU
; nbaawa,
bcc.
own,
ayssw
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
igbt to reject
,1 said sals.

June 30th, 1910, the lews ol ins
State of New Mexico, and rules snd regulations of the Stste Land Office, the
UNION
Commiaiioner of Public Lands will offer
at nublic sale to the hiiihest bidder at
o'clock A. M
9
oa Friday, November Sth,
Live Stock Shipment
ivis, in tne town oi
county oi
Mr. Clary from near Pasamonte Union,
Stste of New Mexico, la front of
deshouse
the
the
court
following
a
and
of
car
therein,
goats
Eloct New Commerce President
sheep
shipped
About fifty business men of Silver to the Kansas City market recently. cribed trscts of land, vis:
Sale No. Mil
SEKSWia. SWleSEtf. Sec.
City attended the annual meeting of
sec. Hi
Fred Hennigh of Des Moines ship- 9; S'AStlt, Sec. 10; swmnwm,
the Silver City Chamber of Comsec. 19
ah oi
merce held last Friday evening in ped a mixed car of hogs and cattle sec. 16; w4Nr,), aftar.,
r.wor.H.
wa,
nyiswj.
Sec. 22; SWUSYVM. Sec. 23; NWKSWj, Sec.
the Elks Club Rooms. R. B. Powell to Denver.
Sec. 27;
26; NKNEMfV SEgNEX, NEHSEH,
was elected president of the organ
T. 22 N.. R. 3D F... containing 1920.00 acres.
Jacob Weber has harvested his The improvements consist
ization for the coming year and unof fencing sad
der his management a year of in- wheat. He reports that it has a fine reservoir, value Il.ouu.uu.
creased usefulness is looked forward berry but the yield will be very small, Sale No. 1JJ
StfS4. Sec. 6; T. 25 N.,
to. Mr. Powell is qualified by rea- possibly three bushels per acre. There R. 30 E., containing 160.90 acres. There
son of his abilities and loyalty to the was 80 acres of it and Ed say it are no improvements on this tract.
town and he will doubtless receive was sure some job. Des Moines Sale No. INI
WkiNEtf, Sec. 18, T. 25
the heartiest support from the mem- Swastika.
N., R. 31 E., containing 80.00 acres. There
sre no improvements on this trsct.
Silver City
bers of the organization.
W. W. Slaten has purchased J. M. Sale No. ISM
Enterprise.
W'S. Sec. 14: NU. SWM.
West's interest in the Trinidad WttSE!4. SEtfSEW, Sec. IS; EH, EKNW,
Moines.
26 N., R. 32 E., containing
Des
T.
Sec.
station
at
22;
Creamery
GRANT
1320.00 seres.
There sre no Improvement!
on this trsct.
E. Cory, of Des Moines, has beSWisSEM. Sec. 9: T. 28
Have Dolled Up Store
gun work on the foundation of a Sale No. USS
Co., new hotel. The new building will be N.. R. 3S E.. containing 40.00 seres. There
The Lordsburg Mercantile
no improvements on this trsct.
are
in
made extensive

have
improvements
in the interior of their store. All
the departments have been chang.
ed, which will add greatly to the
appcarence of the establishment.-

PUBLIC

Lsnds,

STATE

Th roeamissiofier of Pubhe Laads av
bis sgent holding such sale reserves las
right to reject sny and all btds flra
st ssid sals.

PUBLICATION
LAND SALE

DE BACA COUNTY

Willard Record.

of

Mogollon Mining Industrial
The Oaks Co. is shipping ore from
the Pacific Mine, also getting underground chutes, drifts, etc., in shape
to commence steady production from
the Deep Down and Maud S mines.
for the MoThe new water-supplgollon Mines Co., is nearing completion. This includes pump and 4
inch pipe line and should eliminate
any further water shortage.
The Socorro Mining and Milling
Co., will ship the new ore from the
Johnson mine direct to smelter as it
contains 10 to 20
copper as well
as high grade gold and silver values.
Silver City Enterprise.

OP NEW MEXICO

roil

NOTICE

t

No bid will be accepted for less than
an annual rental of $1(JO.OO per section for
I. cane will be made in subssaid lanilx.
tantial conformity with form of oil anil
(.as lease on file in the office of the Com
niihsioner
of ublic Landa, copy of which
will be furnished on application. At time
of biilding
the successful bidder will be
required to pay tlie Commissioner of PuMic
f.anils the amount of the first year'a rental
the cost of advertising and
offered,
ineiilental thereto. Possession will
he Kiven as soon as contract of lease is
exeiiitiil hy the surressful bidder, which
inuit be within thirty days from date f
bul in order to avoi'l forfeiture of riyl
and all moneys paid.
Witness my hand and the official seal
..f the State Land Offiee of the Slate of New
Mexico, this third day of September,
ROHT. P. ERVIEN.
Commissioner of l'uhiic Lamls.
State of New M. i t..
Publication Sept. 6, 1916.
f ast Pul. licit Ion Nov. 15. 1918
OF NEW MEXICO

STATE
NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION

PUBLIC LAND SALE
CURRY

the

of

Office

COUNTY

Commissioner

Lands,
Santa I'"e, New

of

Tuhhc

Mexico.

Notice

is hereby given that purauant to
the provisions of an Act of Congress apJune 20th, WW, the laws of the
proved
State of New Mexico, and rules and regulations of the State Land Office, the
of l'uhiic I.an.ls will offer at
public sale to the highest bidder at 10
n'rlock, A. M on Tuesday, December 17th,
in the town of Cli.vi9, County of
1'.'18,
State of New Mexico, in front
furry,
t lie court house therein, the following do.
vlz
ir'ncu ,ran' '
Sale

No. 1116

E'i, T.See.I.

3d;
6

I.

1":

K

.

All
N.

5
35

nf Sections 6. 7. 18:
Jo Ii., All of
All of Sec. 31: T.

K

N., H. Mi
eniiiaining 352.2.00 acre.
he impruvt nu lit s consist of 4 houses,
sheds,
barn,
cellar, chicken house,
Kar.'inc,
corrals, 3 wells and wimlmilts. fencing, ana
value 112,075.00.
plowing,
I

The Commiasioner
of Public Lsnds or
nis sgent holding such sale reaervea the
to
right
reject any and all bida offered
No hid on the aliove described tricts
at ssid ssle.
of land will he accepted for leaa than
DOLLARS ($5.00) per acre, which is
Posaeaeion under contracts of sals lor the appraised value thereof
and in
the sbove described tracts will be gives
thereto the successful bidder must
on or ociore uciooer tat, lyty.
pay for the improvements that exist on
tlie land.
Witness my hand and th official seal
of the State Land Office of the State ol
The above sale of land will be subject to
rvew Mexico, this twentieth day of July, the following terms and conditions,
viz.:
1918.
The successful bidder must pay to the
ROBERT P. ERVIEN,
ol Public Lsnds ol the Commissioner of Public Lands or his sgent
Commiasioner
of the
State of New Mexico holding such sale,
l irat Publication July 26, 1918.
price offered by him for the land, four per
cent interest in advance for the balance
Laat Publication October 4, 1918,
of such purchase price, feea for advertising and appraiaement and all costs incidental to the sale herein, each and sll ol
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
said amounts must be deposited in cash
or certified exchange at the time of sale
NOTICE FOR PUBUCATION
and which said amounts and all of them
are subject to forfeiture to the State of
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Mew Mexico, if the successful bidder does
not
execute a contract within thirty days
MCKINLEY COUNTY
nfter it has been mailed to him by the
Land Office, said contract to provide
State
Office
of the Commissioner of Public
that the purchaser may at hia option make
Lands,
ol
of not less than
payments
Santa Fc, New Mexico.
ninety five per cent of the purchase price
the sale and prior to the
after
time
at
any
Notice ia hereby given that pursuant te expiration of thirty years from the date
tne provisions oi sn Act ol ioagres6
for the
of the contract and to provide
June 20th, 1910, Ihe laws of the payment of any unpaid balance at the exStste of New Mexico, -- nd rules snd
from
the
date of
of
piration
thirty years
of the Stste Lsnd Office, the Com
the contract with interest on deferred paymissioner of Public Landa will offer at ments at the rate of four per cent per
public ssle to the lushest bidder st annum payable in advance on the anniver9 o'clock A. M., on Tuesday, Novembei
sary of the date of the contract, partial
Sth, 1918, in the town of Gallup, County payments to he credited on the anniversary
oi McMnley, state ol Htm Mexico,
is of the date of the contract next following
front of the court house therein, the fol the date of tender.
lowing described tracts of land, via.:
The above sale of land will be subjeci
All of Section 36. T. U to valid existing riiihts, easements, rights
Sals No. USS
N., R. 16 W., containing 640.00 acres. There of way, and reservations.
arc no improvements on tnia tract, incre
The commiasioner of Public Lands or his
are 3,217,500 ft., B. M. of timber oa this
the right
agent holding such sale reserves
tract, valued at (4.826.25.
to
reject any and all bids offered at said
snd regulations of the State Land Office, ths Commissioner of Public
The auccessful bidder will be required aale.
will OIL AND CAS LEASE OF PUBUC LANDS
offer st public sale to the highest bidder
to psy in cash or certified exchsnge at
Possession ender contracts of sale for
SAN MIGUEL COUNTY
9
A. M., . oa Thursday, November
at
the time of sale, the totsl smouat bid
, ,. k. o'clock
, c
will be givn
I
,n,a in .inn
for the lsnd, snd he will si so be required the above dercribed tracts 1919.
luwn vi cwuriv, vuumy
aj.o,
or before October 1st,
on
of
Office
of
Publii
the
Commissioner
of Socorro, State of New Mexico, in front
to psy for ths timber ski the sbovs stated
of the court houae therein, the following
Lands,
value
Witness my hand and the official seal
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
described trscts of lsnd, vis;
nf the State Land Office of the State of
All of Sec 36, T. 13 N
Sale No. IMS
New Mexico, thia twentieth day of Septcm
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to R. 15 W., contsining 640.00 seres.
Sal No. Ulf
Lots L J, J, SJ4NJ4 SW,
im
The
WMSEM, SEMSEtf, Sec. 3; All of Sections tne provisions ot an Act ot longress an provemcnts consist of house, sheds, baraa btr, 1918.
1910, the laws of the atablea, well,
10. 15. 22. 21. WU. SEM. Sec 24: All of Sroval June 20th,
plant, fencing, clear
ROBT. P. ERVIEN.
and rules snd reg- - ing, plowing, pumping
Mexico,
Sections 25, 2f, 27, 24, U; T. 1 S., R. 16 .. i . . : of New
cellar, hog house, snd graa
.i
i
of Public Landa,
i .u. c . - .
t
Commisaioner
in
value 13,325.00.
Wv containing 679SJ4 acres. There are Commissioner
State of New Mexico.
of Public Lsnds will offer lot ary,
ao Improvemcats oa this tract,
leaae for the mining for, and extraction
No bid oa the above deacribed tracts w hirst Piiblicatiin Sept. 27, 1918.
No bid oa the above described tract of of oil snd gas, st public suction to the lsnd will be sccepted for less thsa THRE1 Last Publication Dec.
6, 1918.
bidder at Nine oclock. A. M.. DOLLARS (13.00) per acre, which is tbe
land will be accepted for less thsa THREE ma-hein
the town of Las appraised value thereof and ia addition
DOLLARS
(UOU oer sere, which is the November 20tb, 1918,
County of San Miguel, State ol thereto the successful bidder must psy tot
appraised value thereof and ia addition Vegas,
of the court house the
thereto tne auccessful bidder must pay lor New Mexico, in front described
improvemcats tbst exist oa the land.
therein, the following
lsnds, to
tne impromevents trial exist on tne una.
wit:
Each of tbs sbove deacribed tracts ot
The sbove ssle of lead will be subject
lsnd will be oflered for ssle separate
Sal
No. L-E'ASEH, Sec. 24; EM
to the following
terms aad conditions.
NEX. NEgSEM. Sec 25: All of Sec. 36; ly.
VIS!
12
T.
N., R. 23 E., Lota 1, 2, 3, SWMNEK.
The ssle of lsnd ia ssle No. 1301 will
Ths successful bidder must nav to 3.SEU, See. 2; All of Sections 15, 16; Lots be aubiect to tbe followine term a and mat
See. 19; N4,
4, EHSWM,
NWJaSEX,
of Public Lands or his
the Commiasioner
vis.i
ditions,
auch sale,
of SE, EfcSWS?. NWSaSWW, Sec. 22; WW
sgeat holding
the price offered by hiss for the land, SWX. Sec 21; E,SEj. SEKSWJd, See. 25;
The
successful
bidder must air t saw
four per cent cent interest ia advance for Wy.NWW, Sec. 26; EJ4NE, Sec. 27; WH Commissioner of Public lands, or his sgeni
the balance of auch purchase price, fees NEj, NWKSEM. NEXSWH, EMNWX, Lots iiuiuiq
suvn hie,
Ol
tne
Lot
1,
Sec
3,
30; SWXNE'4, NEMSW.
for advertising and appraisement sad all
by hies for IsVs land, foni
of Sec 36; T. U N., R. 2a per ceatoltereo
costs incidental to the sate herein, each 1, Sec 31; All 4715.62
interest in advance tor the bal
acres
.,
snd
comprising;
designsted anc ol such aurchaaa nricn. tan mm
snd sll of ssid amounts aaast be deposit
ed in cash or certified exchange at the ss seven sections.
for
aad appraisement
and
advertising
time of ssle and which said amounts and
sll
incidental to tbe sal laerein, and
No.
Lots
NEM.
Sale
I, I, Sec. 32; eachcosts
all of them sre subject to forfeiture to the
snd
of
all
said
ke
asaouats
ssaat
Stste of New Mexico, if the sncceaaful T. 12 N , R. 23 E., comprising 344.29 acres, deposited in cask or ccrnhed exchange
bidder does not execute a contract with designsted ss one section.
at the time of sale, ana which aaid amounts
thirty daya after it has been mailed
No bid will be accepted for less thsa an and all of tbens are subject to forfeiture
to him by the State Land Office, aaid
the State of New Mexico if tk anc
rentsl of $100.00 per section tor said to
contract to provide thst the purchaser annusl
bidder does not ex acute a con
Lesse will be made in substsntial cessful
tract withia thirty daya alter it has been
may at bia option make payments of not lsnds.
oil
leaae
form
of
with
and
I CI I
gaa
conformity
of ninety five net
less than
mailed
bias by the Stat
to
I sad OftM.
file
of
office
Commiasioner
on
ia
the
the
cent of the purchase price st any time of Public
ssid contract to provide that tk puiikoaci
of
be
will
which
Lsnds,
copy
after the sale snd prior to the expi ratios
BRAND
At tima of bid- may at kis ootion nuke suivanentaa ni una
OAMONO
of thirty years from the date of the con furnished oa appltcstion.
mm
of ainety-flvthe successful bidder will be required leae than
tract and to provide for the payment ol ding
of Public Landa cent of tbe purchase price at any tarn sit as
to
the
Commiaaioner
pay
any onpatd balance st the expiration of the amount of the first vesrs rentsl of- - the eale snd prior to tk expiration at
thirty years from the data of the eon- fered, the cost of advertising and expenses thirty years from date ot tk contract, saw
tract with interest oa deferred payment, incidental
Possession will be given to nrovide for tbe Mavanenft Ml mm mm
at the rate of four per ceat per annual ss soon asthereto.
contrsct of lesse is executed by IP1" nuance at in ex pi ration as tatrty
payable in advance on the anniversary ot the successful bidder, which must be within'
years from the aate of tbs contract, with
tne aate ot tne contract, partial payment! thirty dsys from date of
interest oa deferred paymenta at tk rate XUktamrt i
rights and all vs
to ke credited oa the anniversary of tne moneys
ywar Diasalil for
A
wsr per vens per susanna naynnse ss lrtAMOND
paid.
BRAND PILLS in Red end
of
folio
dste
the contract next
the
advance
on the anniversary af Ik naas Oos--a metallic
ksnd
Witness
ol
snd
the
official
sesl
my
boxes, sealed vita BluetO)
aate ov
the Stste Lsnd Office of the State of New of contract, partial payments to k svoaMt
M
Bay ef year
this third dsy of September, 1918. ed on the anniversary of tk date at sUbbou,
a V
imumS mm ana tW
Tk above sals of lands win ke aubiect Mexico,
contract neat following tk data of tend
anawo
for twcntv4a
ril.La,
vnlid existing rights, assist cats, rights
i
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
wears retranted --s fvi, Safest, Always Stellabla.
4 wsy ana retarsatioaa.
Commissioner of Public Lsnds,
Stste of New Mexico
The above sal ot bad will be eubl.et SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
The Csaaasissesaajr
oi Pmkas lava
oe First Publication Sent, a, 1918.
to vslid existing rights, easeasenta, rights
ock sale Mill us the Last Publication Nov. 15. tm
sad reservations.
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OUTWITTING
THE
HUN
By LIEUTENANT PAT

99

O'BRIEN

NATIONAL SYSTEM OF ROADS
Philadelphia Board of Trade Ask SecIn
retary Baker to
Construction.

Copyright. 1918, by Pat Alva O'Brien
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The Philadelphia Bourd of Trade
huve bad one honest mouthful of times, and if I bad encountered the
As I wandered through the streets I some way of outwitting
the Huns lay my final escape for even a single bus asked the
of Secre10
food than all tbe drinks In the world, same person twice I suppose my con- frequently glunced In tile cafe win- were
moment, as it did, I am quite sure tary of War Buker in obtaining a namany.
I decided promptly thut the safest The Item I refer to was "Dubbel
n
duct might have aroused suspicion.
dow as I passed.
German officers
tional system of highways to accommoIt had occurred to me, for Instance, she would rather I bad not seen It.
s
de Flescb (Michuux)." A double
I had a
place for me wag as far back oh posobservation of the were usually dining there, but they that it would not be such a difficult
On one piece of lace was the Flem- date the large and growing motortruck
would
In
I
where
not be
the line portion of anything would have been damage that was really done by our dldn t conduct themselves with any
sible,
matter to vuult over the electric fence, ish word "Charlte" and on the other traffic. This method of transportation
of vision of othnrs In back of me.
mighty welcome to me, but I would bombs. One bomb hud lunded very thing like the
which which was only nine feet high. In col- the word "Esperage." At the time 1 has done much to solve the congestion
I slouched over to a table huve been content with a single "ger- near tbe main railroad stutlon and If characterizes
the allied officers In
vault Is consid- took these words to mean "Charity" on the railroads, but men all over the
oa the platform directly opposite tbe steu" If I hud only had the couruge It had been only thirty yards nearer Loudon and Paris. I was rather sur- lege, I knew a
and "Experience" and all I hoped waa country ugree that our crazy-qulroad
a
ered
accomplishboy's
I
would have completely demolished It. prised at this because in this part of
stage and took the seat against the to ask for It.
that I would get as much of the one system has impaired the efficiency of
difwere
but
there
two
ment,
great
wall.
now
The whole place was
in
To keep myself as composed as pos As (he stutlon was undoubtedly our Belgium they were much freer than ficulties In
was
40
the way of this solution. as I
getting of the other before I the motortrucks at least
per cent
front of me. I could see everything sible I devoted a lot of attention to alriiiun's objective I was very much they would huve been in
Berlin, In the first
It would be no easy finally got through. I learned subse- It Is estimated that the 400,000 motorthut was giiing on und everyone who that
and I tblnk by tbe Impressed with the accuracy of his where, I understand, food is compar- matter to place
In
the country are used to only
get a pole of the right quently that what the words really trucks
came In, but no one, except those who lime the waiter came around I almost uliu. It is by no means an
easy thing atively scarce and the restrictions length, weight and strength to serve stood for were "Churlty " and "Hope," 00 per cent of their capacity; or, in
aat at my own tattle, would notice me knew It by heart. One drink that al to hit a building from the air when
are very strict.
the purpose. More particularly, how and then I wus sure that my kind Bel other words, if 280,000 motortruck's
unless they deliberately turned around most mnde me luugh aloud was listed you are going at anywhere from
As I huve suld, my own condition In
fifty
the
Idea seemed to me glun friend hud Indeed realized my were used to their full cupacity we
to look.
as "Lemonades guzeuses," but I might to one hundred miles an hour and are tills city was In some respects worse ever,
to be out of the question because of plight and that her thoughtful sou- would be obtaining as much service as
The place begun to fill up rapidly. us well have Introduced myself to the being shot at from beneath from a than It had been when I wus
mukiug the fact that on either side of the elec- venir was Intended to encourage me in we are now getting out of 400,000.
Every second person who came In the German officers by my right nnme and dozen different angles unless, of my' wuy through the open country. tric
At the lust meeting of the Philadelthe triuls she must have known were
fence, six feet from It, was a si
place seemed to me to be a German rank as attempt to pronounce It
course, you are taking one of those While I had a place to sleep and my foot barbed wire bnrrier. To vault before me.
phia Board of Trade, Miers Busch,
soldier, but when they were seuted at
When the waiter cume to me,
chances
and
clothes
low
so
were
no longer constantly safely over a
desperate
flying
I didn't let tbe old Belgian lady chairman of the municipal affairs comt
electrically
the tables und I got u chance later on
I said "Bock" us casually as I that you cannot very well miss your soaking, my opportunities for getting charged
fence wus one thing, but to know, because I did not want to alurm mittee, advocated a nutionul system of
to make n rough count, I found that could, and I felt somewhat
mark
Huns
and
were
cun't
tbe
relieved
very well food
considerably less thun they combine with it a twelve-foo- t
broad her unnecessarily, but that night J motor roads extending from Boston to
In all there were not more than u hunhud been. Nearly all the time I wus vault was a feut which even a
that I hud gotten through that part of miss you either!
college slept in her backyard, leaving early Washington, mnde of concrete and
dred soldiers In the place and there the ordeal so easily.
I walked by the station and mingled half furnished, and I decided that I
athlete In the pink of condition would in the morning before it became light wide enough to accommodate four or
must hove been several hundred civilWhile the waiter was away I hud a Willi the crowds which stood In the would get out of there at once, since be
Later in the day I applied at an- five lines of vehicles. This report was
apt to flunk. Indeed, I don't beians.
blll-of
chance to examine the
fare and outrances.
They paid no more at- I was entirely through with Huyliger. lieve It Is possible.
other bouse for food. It was occupied sent to all of the councils of defense
The first people to sit at my table I observed that a glass of beer cost 80 tention to me than they did to real BelMy physical condition wus greatly
Another plun that seemed half-waby a father and mother and ten chll- - In the different states along the Atlanwere a Belgian and his wife. The Bel- - centimes. The smallest
change I hud gians, and the fact that the lights Improved. While the luck of food reasonable was to build a pair of stilts
tic coust, to tlie governor of each state,
were all nut in this city at night made showed Itself on me, I bud reguiued about twelve or fourteen feet
was a
paper bill.
to the United States Chamber of Comand
high
Apparently the German officers were It Impossible anyway for anyone to some of my strength, my wounds walk over the barriers one by one. As
merce, to the war Industries board and
to B. M. Bnrucb, chairman of the war
similarly fixed and when they offered get as good a look at me as if it had were healed, and my ankle was a youngster I hud acquired considertheir bill to the wuiter, he banded It been light.
stronger, and although my knees were able skill In
Industries board ; and they were asked
I have
and
buck to them with a remark which I
During the time that I was In this still considerably eulurged, I felt that no doubt that with the
to
with this body In having
proper equiptook to mean that he couldn't make city I suppose I wandered from one I wus In better shape thun I bud been ment
such a system as a war
congress
would hnve been quite feasadopt
it
end of it to the other. In one place, at any time since my leap from the
change.
measure, and to have this system put
to
ible
out
of
have
walked
Belgium
into Immediate operation.
Itight there I was in a quandury. To where the German staff had Its head train, and I was ready to go through as easily as possible in that way, but
offer him my bill after he had just quarters, a huge German flag hung whatever was in store for me.
The letter of the bourd of trade to
whether or not I was going to have a
told the officers he didn't have change from the window, nnd I think I would
chance to construct the necessary
Secretary Baker emphasizes such a
ten
have
of
to
life
years
XVI.
CHAPTER
given
my
I
would have seemed strunge, and yet
stilts Temuined to be seen.
couldn't explain to him that I was In have stolen It. Even If I could have
There were a good many bicycles In
It
I
it
would
have
down,
however,
pulled
for
Leave
Frontier.
the
the same bout and be would huve to
use by the German soldiers in Belgium
been
to
me
con
for
have
of
To
out
Impossible
be
it
would
the city,
come to me again later.
get
The only
cealed It, nnd to have carried It away necessary to pass two guards. This I and It had often occurred to me that
thing to do, therefore, was to offer
if I could have stolen one, the tires
me
as
with
a
would
therefore
souvenir,
had
learned
course of my walks would have
in
tbe
him the hill as though I hadn't beard
mude excellent gloves and
have
out
been
of
the
at
question.
or noticed what had happened with
night, having frequently traveled Insulated
for my feet In
coverings
As I went along the street one night to the
city limits with the idea of case It wus necessary for me to atthe Germans, and I did so. He said a
on
corner
the
lady
standing
out
stopped finding
Just wliut conditions I
the same thing to me as be had said
tempt to climb over the electric fence
to the officers, perhaps a little more me and spoke to mo. My first Impulse, would huve to meet when the time
bodily. But as I had never been uble
of
was
to
answer
course,
her,
explain came for me to leave.
sharply, and gave me back the bill.
to steal a bicycle this avenue of esA German soldier's uniform, howLater on, he returned to the tuble with ing thnt I could not understand, but I
was closed to me.
In
to
slopped
my
time, pointed
myself
ever, no longer worried me as It had cape
a handful of change and we closed the ears
I decided to wait until I arrived at
and mouth nnd shook my head, at first. I had mingled with the Huns
I guve him 25 centimes
transaction.
Indicating thnt I wus deaf and dumb, so much In the city that I began to the bnrrier and then make up my mind
as a tip I had never yet been to
and she nodded understanding
and feel that I was really a Belgian, and I how to proceed.
talk
to
was
where
it
place
necessary
To find a decent place to sleep that
wulked on. Incidents of thut kind were assumed the Indifference
that they
to do that.
not unusual, and I was always In fear seemed to feel.
night, I crawled under a barbed wire
In
that that the time would come when some
During my first half hour
it led Into some field.
fence,
therefore, to walk out of As I thinking
theatre, to say I was on pins and Inquisitive nnd suspicious German theI decided,
passed under, one of the burbs
In
sen
when
the
the
city
daytime,
needles Is to express my feelings would encounter me and not
be so tries would be less apt to be on the caught In my coat and In trying to
mildly. The truth of the matter Is
satisfied.
easily
watch. It worked Hue. I was not pull myself from It I shook the fence
It (teemed Better to Parrot the Belgian. was never so uneasy In my life. Every
There are many things that I saw In held up a moment, the sentries evl for several yards.
Motortruck Carrying Milk to Market.
minute seemed like an hour, and
tills
Instantly there came out of the night
for various reasons. It dently taking me for a Belgian peas
Elan sut next to me and his wife next dozen times I was on the point of get Is city which,
the
I
I
command:
"llult!"
Feared
Was Done For,
system of highways as a war measure
impossible for me to relate until ant on his way to work.
Again
to him. I wn hoping thut other civil
ting up and leaving. There were al after the war Is over. Some of them,
I feared I was done for.
In this matnnd asks his
Again
ever
I
thun
bad
faster
Traveling
ians would occupy the remaining two together too many soldiers In the place I
crouched close down on the ground In dren. I hesitated to ask them for food ter.
will create more surprise thun done
think,
before
since
was
I
my escupe,
seats at my tuble, because 1 did not to suit me, and when the German of the
The board bus learned through reIncidents I am free to reveal now. soon out In the open country, and the tbe darkness, not knowing whether to without offering to pay for It, us re- relish tbe Idea of having to sit through ficers seuted themselves right at my
allzed what a task it must have been liable Information thut many of the
take to my legs and trust to the Hun'
It
used to amuse me as I went along first Belgian I cume to I
the show with German soldiers within table I thought that was about all
approached
for them to support themselves with- army motortrucks have had to make
the streets of this town, looking In for food. He guve me hulf
of his missing me in the darkness If he fired,
a few feet of me. That would certainly could stand. As It was, however, the the
windows with German sol- lunch and we sat down on the side of or stay where I was. It wus foggy out having to feed a hungry man. Ac-- detours of many miles because of Imshop
have spoiled my pleusure for the even lights went out shortly afterwards and diers at
my side looking at the same the road to eat it. Of course, be tried as well as dark, and although I knew cordingly I gave the man a murk and passable roads, which was an expense
In the dark I felt considerably easier.
Ing.
things, to think how close I was to to talk to me, but I used the old ruse the sentry was only a few feet away then indicated that I wanted some- both as to wear and teur on trucks and
. Every uniform thnt came In the door
to eat. They were Just about to the cost of
After the first picture, when tbe them und they hud no way of
gasoline.
of pretending I was deaf and dumb from me I decided to stand, or rather thing
gave ma cause to worry until I wus lights went up uguin, I hud regained I was quite convinced that Ifknowing.
I were and be wus quite convinced that It was lie, pat. I think my heart made almost eat, themselves, apparently, and they
sure It was not coming In my direction. my composure considerably and I took discovered
me
let
partake of their meal, which MONEY EXPENDED ON ROADS
my fute would have been so. He made various efforts to talk as much noise as the rattling of the
I don't suppose there was u single sol advantage of the opportunity to study death because
I not only bad the to me In pantomime, but I could not wire In the first place, and It was a consisted of a huge bowl of some kind
dler who came In the door whom I the various types of people In the
of soup which I wus unuble to iden--!
forged passport on me, but I hud been make out what he was getting at, and tense few moments to me.
Total of $263,069,610 Is
didn't follow to his seut with my place.
so many days behind the German lines I think be must huve concluded
I heard the German say a few words tlfy and which they served in ordinary Staggering
that
Amount Used by Government and
eyes.
I
wash
busins.
don't
know
that
From my seat I had a splendid after I had escaped thut they couldn't was not
to
they
but
understand
didn't
them,
himself,
only hulf starved, deaf and
Varloua States.
Just before they lowered the lights, chance to see them all. At one table safely let me live with the Informaof course, and then he made a sound ever used the busins to wash in as
dumb, but "looney" in the bargain.
two German otlicers entered.
or
but
not
did
whether
did
well,
They there was a German medical corps of tion I possessed.
they
as
to
If
a
call
and
realized
I
that
dog,
When night cume I looked around
The present railroad situation in the
stood at the door for a moment look' ficer with three Red Cross nurses.
One night I walked boldly across a for a
to rest. I bad decided to his theory of the noise he had heard not worry me very much. The soup United States has given a great Imwas
I
It.
Ing tbe place over. Then they made a That was the only time I had ever park. I heard footsteps behind me and travel pluce
and
good
was
enjoyed
a
that
In the daytime as well as night,
dog bad made its way
roads
boellne In my direction and I must seen a German nurse, for when I was
All the time I was there I could see petus to the building of good
turning round saw two German sol because I understood that it was only through the fence.
throughout the country, according to
confess my heart started to beat
In the hospital I had seen only men diers. I slowed ud a trifle to let them a few miles from
the
eldest
father
and
a
the
son,
boy
For perhaps five minutes I didn't
the frontier, and
Science Monthly. The staglittle faster. I hoped thut they would orderlies. Nurses didn't work so near get ahead of me. It wus rather dark was
about seventeen, were extremely nerv Popular total
of $263,069,610 is the
naturally anxious to get there at stir, and then figuring that the German
gering
And another seat before they came to the first line trenches.
ous.
to
I
them that
und I got a chance to see what a won- the earliest possible moment, although had probably continued on bis beat I
I had Indicated
amount that will be expended on highmy vicinity, but they were getting
was
deaf
and dumb, but if they be ways during the current year by the
The German soldiers at the different derful uniform the German military I realized that there I would encounter crept quietly under the wire again,
nearer and nearer and I realized with tables were very quiet and orderly. authorities hnve
of my whole this time being mighty careful to bug lieved me it didn't seem to make then! national government and the different
picked out. Tbe sol the most hazardous
sickening sensation that they were They drank hock beer and conversed diers bad not gone more than a few adventure. To get part the
more
comfortable.
states. Texas heads the list with an
through
heavily the ground so close that I wouldn't any
headed directly for the two seats at among themselves,, but there was no feet ahead of me when
I lingered at the house for about an
they disap- guarded barbed wire and electrically touch tbe wire, and made off In a dif
appropriation of $25,000,000; Illinois
my table, and that was Indeed the hilarity or
of any bind. peared In the darkness like one of charged barrier was a problem that I ferent direction. Evidently tbe barbed hour after the meal and during that and Indiana vie for second place with
case.
As I sat there, within arm's reach those melting pictures on the moving hated to think of even, although the wire fence had been thrown around an time a young man came to call on the $17,000,000 each, while New York
These two seats were In front of the of those German
hours I spent endeavoring to devise ammunition depot or something of tbe eldest daughter, a young woman of holds only tenth place, with a
officers and realized picture screen.
table facing the stage and except when what
would have given to know
kind, and it was not a field at all that perhaps eighteen. The caller eyed me
they
appropriation.
officers
would be eating or drink- what a chance
the
very suspiciously, although I must
I had tried to get into.
Extensive use of automotive vehicles
had to capture an
they
have
resembled
a
ing their backs were toward me, and escaped British officer, I could hardly
but
British
anything
accounts
for the demand for good
I figured that other sentries were
e
there was considerable consolation In
officer.
Flemish and I did roads and the enormous sums devoted
to myself, but when
probably In the neighborhood and
that. From my seat I could have help smiling
not
a
understand
but
word
said,
to
they
them during the current year.
thought of the big risk I was taking,
proceeded very gingerly.
reached right over and touched one of more
or less unnecessarily, I began to
After I had got about a mile away I think they were discussing my prob
them on his bald head. It would have wonder whether
able
conversatheir
identity.
During
I had not acted fool
from this spot I came to an humble
ROADS KEPT IN GOOD REPAIR
been more than a touch, I am afraid,
tion, I hud a chance to look around
In undertaking It
Belgian house nnd I knocked at the the room.
If I could have gotten away with It Ishly
were
There
three
alto
door and applied for food in my usual
Nevertheless, the evening passed off
two fairly large and one Ten Thousand Miles of Concrete Pavesafely.
ttlwPfjfli
way, pointing to my mouth to Indi getner,
ment Have Been Constructed in
As the officers seated themselves, uneventfully and when the show was
somewhat smaller, about fourteen feet
disover
cate
I
I
was
mixed
with
crowd
the
to
and
and
ears
and
my
hungry
the United States.
Beck , . ,
J 2 O.gOi
SMeVI. , . ,
waiter came to us with a printed
j
and six deep. In this smaller
long
of
mouth
to
was
and
I
that
deaf
Imply
myself
and program. Fortunately, appeared, feeling very proud
room there were two double-deckemore
a
and
with
deal
dumb.
confidence
The
woman
who
lived
good
Belgian
The amount of concrete pavements
a fie ten (Miduiu)
Pubbei
he waited on the others llrst and I
0,88
in the house brought me a piece of beds, which were apparently Intended that have been constructed In the
listened Intently to their orders. The than I hoi enjoyed at the start.
to house the whole family, although
bread
two
cold potatoes and as I
and
Warm
a night which will live
I had
States almost
officers ordered some light wine, but
100,000,000
whole twelve of them could United
sat there eating them she eyed me how the
n my life as long as I live. The bill
Xotffi
my Belgian neighbor ordered "Bock"
In that one room will ever re miles of roads 18 feet wide represent
. . IJ&
sleep
The.depome.
very keenly.
a public Investment of great value.
for himself and his wife, which was of fare and program and a "throw- main a mystery to me.
Because of the advances In wages and
I haven't the slightest doubt that
.
BoeflfesOXO
way" bill advertising the name of
what I had decided to order anyway,
(TO BBS CONTINUED.)
Mlla
she realized I was a fugitive. She lived
:Cea
materials, the cost of replacing these
ns that was the only thing I could say. the attraction which was to be pre
eV)aas.
ttrt
J.30
so near the border that It was more
roads would be much greater now
Wail of a Lost 8oul.
Heaven knows I would far rather have sented the following week which was
. MO
. ,
VmcaiUMrieGrof
for that reason, I appreciated more
anded to me as I came out, I still
This Is not a camp story, but one than when originally constructed.
ordered something to eat, and I was
mm
folly the extent of the risk she ran, for written by a lieutenant on his way Therefore, there Is urgent need that
afraid to take a chance at the pronun- have und they are among the most
'
ao doubt the Germans were constantly "over there." . "On our first lap out they be kept in the best possible convalued souvenirs of my adventure.
ciation of the dishes It set forth.
. . . t.JS
watching the conduct of these Bel- we were having boat drill one day. dition in order that they may render
I.
There were a number of drinks listed
CfnsliDiWiwy ,
lento tqtaua, , . 1.90
btttau
gians who lived near the line.
I.
The bell rang and every one grabbed perfect service.
CHAPTER XV.
which I might safely enough have or:Liinoaleiaxtsfs. 0.00
t
If attention Is given regularly very
My theory that she realized that I up life preservers and started for
dered. For Instance, I noticed "Lemon
. . 1
Mallraak chiBoatfatir l.Btt
Dinger Iwer
was not a Belgian at all, but prob-- their lifeboats. As I came out on the little work Is required to maintain
tiquash, 1.00,"
"Ginger Beer, 1. "
Observations in a Belgian City.
SarUiar Dry Q Infer Ale
by seme English fugitive, was con main deck to boat No. 10 one of the concrete pavements, and In this man"Sparkling Dry Ginger Ale, 1. "
One night shortly before I left this
firmed a moment later, when, as I aft guns let loose with a terrific roar ner the danger of having to make
"Appolinarls, 1. ," and "SchweppeB city, our airmen raided the place. I
made ready to go, she touched me on at target practice. Just then a big costly repairs later Is avoided.
Mineral Water
Soda, 0.80," but It occurred to me that didn't venture out of the house at the
tbe arm and Indicated that I was to negro came up scrambling out of a
the mere fact that I selected some- time, but the next night I thought I
tawwfcf
,V I2I.&M
AtoNfaarfa. .
-.
.
When Drag Does Best Work.
wait a moment. She went to a bureau hatchway, yelling. 0, Lordy, Lordy,
Vichy
thing that was listed in English might would go out and see what damage
0J0
Scawtppf tod
When the soil is moist, but not
and brought out two pieces of fancy where am tnah life deserter? I done
attract attention to me and something had been done.
Belgian lace which she Insisted upon heah dat submarine
In my pronunciation might give furfor mah sticky, the drag does the best work.
When It became dark I left the
Wijaan
The road will bake if the drag Is used
my taking away, although at that par- soul I' "
ther cause for suspicion.
house accordingly and mixed with the
on It when it Is wet.
Vermouth.
1.25
moment
forte
Tnija
ticular
as
use
toode
I
much
for
had
It seemed better to parrot tbe Bel- crowd, which consisted largely of GerPiansrhr
.
.
L50
Belgian lace aa an elephant for a
Free From Conceit.
gian and order "Bock" and that was mans. I went from one place to anTime to Use Road Drag.
Oesosjaet
safety razor, but I was touched with
"I am glad to see yon are free from
IJ0
what I decided to do.
other to see what onr "straffing" had
If the roadway is full of holes or bad
1.29
her thoughtfulness and pressed her that conceit which prompts profes
Oyrrh
LS0
Matafi. .
One Item on the bill of fare tanta- accomplished.
Naturally I avoided
Crave vpicur!908)1.50
hand to show my gratitude. She would sional Jealousy." said the man who as- ly rotted the drag should be used once
ta4em
lized ma considerably. Although It was speaking to anyone. If a man or
not accept the money I offered ber.
sumes a patronizing and paternal when the road is soft and slushy.
listed
the "Prlzzen der woman appeared about to speak to me,
among
I carried the lace through my sub manner. "Well," aald the young acdranken," which I took to mean I Just turned my head and looked or
Repair When Needed.
sequent experiences, feeling that it tor, languidly, "to tell you the truth.
"Prices
drinks," It sounded very walked away In some other direction.
Repairs to roads should be made
would be a fine souvenir for my
haven't seen any actors whose work
me like something to eat, I must have been taken for an un- Price List of Drinks O'Brien Picked
much,
Up at a Free Motion Picture Show In a mother, although aa a matter of fact if suggested any reason whatever for my when needed, and not once a year
and Be rea knows I would rather social sort of Individual a good many
Beer Garden.
after crops are laid by.
had known that It was "ulna- - to d- - being Jealous."
CHAPTER XIV
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MEXICO AS CATTLE

COUNTRY

some Scene
That Would Appear
Strange to the Eye of the American Cowboy.
Thia is Mexico

Mexico

of tbe cat-

tle country, the new cattle country.

And tbe four men riding silently
across the clearing In the glow of the
sunset were Mexican cowboys. They
rst gracefully astride mules, with
heir f era pes (blankets) wound closely about them, each with a chunk of

raw beef, bleeding and uncovered,
dangling from his saddle. They we're
going into the mountains on the first
night of the great, rodeo (roundup),
which would begin on Bablcora- - plain
In the morning.
This mountain Dhase of the mnrV
only one of tbe features of the Mexi
can cattle business that excites wn
the American cowboy's emotions, F.
Warner Robinson writes in the Century. There are other thine
that
greatly impress him the Immense
sizes of the rodeos and remuria

(herds of saddle horses taken along
by the vaqueros for use In the
rodeos), and the extreme
poverty,
simplicity and primitive, darn dovll
xearlessness . of the vaqueros.
But
aner he has seen and pondered over
these things, after he has lived for
months on the Mexican range and has
him
taken part In a dozen rnitona
most lasting Impression of it all la
this picture In the .foothills these

solemn, mule mounted Mexicans riding at dusk through a pool of crim
son sunset And this la so. Derhan.

not altogether because of the colors
and the plcturesqueness of the set
ting, but because he has never seen
anything like it in his own country.
In the states a cowboy on a mule
would be a curiosity, and there Is
nothing in the tableland and low,
rolling hills of Montana or Texas that
can compare with these rugged, steep
sided plains and valleys of Mexico.
Then, again, there is something so
wild, primitive and pictureque In the
very appearance and dress of the
vaaueros. a Dart frcm the country It

self and the brilliant colorings, that
the stamp of commerce fades Into tbe
The mules and raw,
background.
bleeding beef, the short Jackets, tight
pantaloons. Immense hats and alto
gether fierce aspect of the riders seem
more like a part of some barbaric
pilgrimage than a peaceful quest on
a matter of honest business. It Is
probable that nowhere else In North
America, possibly in the whole world,
will one find greater contrast between
outward appearance and Inward

Milk Is Nature's Feed.
Is very difficult to compare foods
Newspaper a Power.
on the basis of mineral matter they
Reading the newspaper Is as Intl contain, but all physiologists agree
mate a part of our e err day life at that milk is very valuable from this
It is food prepared by
sleeping and eating. The intelligence standpoint.
of the world's ioings Is gleaned from nature especially for the growth and
its pages. That waich many deem development of the young. A quart
their own Judgment, as related to Cu- of milk a day is a good allowance for
rrent topics, Is merely a reflection of a growing child.
what they have read In their home
New Zealand Roads.
paper. What reaches them for the
first time In today's Issue, In a week
New Zealand is going extensively
or a day later, has become their be- Into the erection of concrete roads, belief and knowledge. E. O. UeCar. cause the cost of upkeep is so low.
alck.

It

own boy who Is coming back, altered
.Be will depend
and discouraged.

No Room for
Despair
By ABBS FAR WELL BROWN

of Tht VlgUantmj
When our nation went Into this
fearful war with high heart and
n
eyes we knew that muny
gallant boys must die; still others
must be hurt, dreadfully hurt. With
dread we anticipated the day when
the
many would be couiing lion..lads we knew, but crippled and maimed, perhaps; seeming
helpless and discouraged. That lust
must not be I
No one must be discouraged, however much he may have suffered. No
one. If human ingenuity can prevent,
roust be left helpless. You hove only
to read the splendid tilings which are
being done In this llmj. For this is
one great task vhich innrvelous modern surgery and science are taking in
hnnd. Nowadays there Is no room for
despair, because of physical hurts.
The grace of God and human devotion have brought ubout what seems
like a new age of miracle!
As an offset to this worst of wars
and Intelligent
goes such
reconstructive thinking as the world
has never seen. The first aids at the
front, the convalescent bospitnls, the
skill and resources of surgeons and
nurses have developed such favorable
conditions that a wounded soldier has
a better chance of complete recovery,
even from terrible wounds, than ever
In the world's history.
Moreover,
after his physical healing Is completed, there Is more effort being put into
equipping him to fuce peace again,
than was ever dreamed of.
Rectifying Disfigurement.
The most famous sculptors are giving their time to contriving means to
hide his disfigurement. The cleverest
inventors are studying to fit him with
substitutes for lost limb or muscles
put out of commission. The wisest
teachers are ready to teach him a
new occupation, if his old one has become Impracticnbls.
The most sym
pathetic agencies are preparing to
And what he can do to be most useful
to his grateful country. Uncle Sam
Is on the job to look after him. Could
he have better hope?
with Uncle
We must
8am.
First of all, we must ourselves keep
cheerful and hopeful, even If It Is our
wide-ope-

nt

able-bodie- d

Patrioteering
By BOOTH TARKINGTON
Ot Tht VifUanui

"When the

as

German-Americun-

we call them, found that our country
was In the war, they erased the hyphen. The hyphen Is gone- - forever.
In our country there are only
American citizens." I quote the above
from a recent article Issued by the

...

much upon our hope and cheer. The
attitude of bis own home toward a
boy's apparent misfortune will be one
of the greatest factors In his future
career, of usefulness or ot despair.
Perhaps It will turn out not to be
such a misfortune, after all I Already
many a soldier haa found bis true self
In the hospital. Many a one who bad
an unimportant Job before he was
crippled, has studlei' and practiced
and perfected some speciality which
has given blm a more satisfactory position than ever.
Many a man who has lost his right
hand Is doing better work than ever
with his left, or with the marvelous
mechanical fingers which have been
made for him.
The government has worked out a
great scheme, In which It needs the
help of us all. Don't throw sand In
the machinery. If you happen lo have
Don't
a crippled lad at the front!
he qp selfish, so Impatient to see and
comfort him that you prejudice his
future. Miracles take time! lie is
We
being looked after, remember.
must not demand that he be sent home
us soon as his misfortune Is known.
Lend Your Assistance.
Tes; your Husky may have done
his brave bit, and may think he Is
not a Husky any more, and may demand Just home, sympathy, help for
his helplessness and his pension. He
may Intend to give up active life, beHe may
cause of his "misfortune."
feel too hurt by fnte to try any more.
!
Don't let blm feel so Maybe his real
happiness, his true usefulness Is Just
You must be brave for
beginning!
him now, as he has been brave for
us nil. You wnnt the best for him?
You don't want him to miss the chance
of building anew a dignified future,
do you?
Don't you be dlseour-oged- !
"Well, then
Don't let him despair! Brace
yourself to brace him, and read of the
splendid things that are being done
to give hope for such as he reconstruction,
replacement in affairs. Americans are
and adaptable, thank
so versatile
God!
Uncle Sam will do the best possible
for the boy who made the fine sacripenfice. He will hhve his
sion. But that Is not all! He will
have, If humanly possible, a good
Job, too. Ten chances to one he will
It Is
have It, If we all
not like the old days. You must read
the wonderful things thnt are happening to the boys whose splendid
spirit mere metal could not crush.
There Is no room for despair!
--

!

d

largely from Wisconsin, moving up to
the trenches. Many of the Wisconsin
troops were of German origin ; some
among them, Indeed, could hardly
speak English, and the prisoners were
astonished to be greeted noisily and
garrulously In their own tongue. They
were even more astonished at the
nature of the comments which these
strange Germans from America made
upon them. In fact, the episode wus
unnmiable.
Oaths In the German
tongue were frequent and Intensive.
men of the WisThe
consin regiment cursed the captured
German soldiers with an Inhospitable
frankness very shocking to the prisoners, who had been passed in silence
by other American regiments, and
had received cigarettes from a battalion of English. Words like "duinm-kopf- "
and "schwelnhund" were employed, with prophetic expletives;
and the general sense of what the
Wisconsin men said to their German
cousins was as follows: "You
Jackasses and dots, we and
our father left your old fatherland
nnd went four thousnnd miles to live
In a better place. Now we have to
come nil the way back, four thousnnd
miles again yet, to slaughter you, because you hnven't (rot any more sense
thnn to believe and obey that old
of a kaiser! We'll send your
kaiser and princes to sheol, where they
can't do any more harm ; and as for
you, dunderheads, you ought to be
hanged for making us all this trouble of coming over here to teach you
some sense with our bayonets !"
May Work Out Own Salvation.
s
The citizens once called
will work out their own
salvation If we do not make It too
hard for them. What ninu can show
enthusiasm for anything, when he Is
threatened with punishment If he Is
Loyalty is a feelnot enthusiastic?
ing; It Is not a spoken word. You
cunnot possibly produce a beautiful
feeling In any man by threatening blm
or prosecuting htm. Let us not threaten at all, anl let us prosecute only
when we have evidence. Is It certain
evidence that a man Is loyal If he
have a son In the American army?
No.
There were rebels In '03 who
had sons In the Northern armies. Is
it certain evidence that a man Is
disloyal If he have a son in the German army? No. There were loyal
Union men In '64 who had sons
fighting for the South. So It may
be now. There are American citizens
who, have relatives In the German
army and other relatives in the Amer-caarmy. Here and there is an American citizen who hns one son In the
American army and another son In
the German army.
German-speakin-

g
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Lesson
(By REV. V. B. F1TZWATER. D. D.,
Teacher of English Bible In the Moody
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
Western
litis.
Newspaper
(Copyright,
Union.)

LESSON
ABRAM

FOR OCTOBER
LEAVING

bit of patience often makes
the sunshine come,
And a little bit of love makes a happy home.
A little

HOME.

12.1-I.EBSON TEXT-Oene- sls
GOLDEN TEXT Be thou a blessing.
Genesis 12:2.
DEVOTIONAL READING Hebrews U:

1. Abraham's Call (v. 1).
The new era Inaugurated with Noah
nt Its head ended In a colossal failure.
In view of such failure God turned
aside from the nation as such, and called Abriuii out from his kindred and
land, and placed him nt the hend of a
new nation which he would truin for
himself. This call Involved :
1. A call to separation.
He was to
leave the place of his fond associations for a land unknown to him. Obedience to this command meant the severance of three ties.
.
(1) "His country In the widest
range of his affections. (2) His place
of birth and kindred, which conies
closer to his heart. (3) His father's
house, as the inmost circle of all tender emotions." All this must be cast
off before the Lord could get him Into
the place of blessing. When kindred
and possessions stand In the way of
love and service to Christ, one must
renounce them (Matthew 10:37).
2. A call to heroic tasks. For Abrnm
to go into a strunge land and take possession of It for God cnlled for the
heroic in him. It costs much to live
the life of separation, but It is the only
way to hove God's favor. Those who
are children of faithful Abram must

of

butter

saucepan ; when
Ml
M
Cowwifiow
melted add a
of flour;
when well cooked ndd two egg yolks
and n cupful of milk which have been
beaten together. Add slowly and stir
constantly; when thick and smooth,
ndd a teaspoonful of salt, a few drops
of onion Juice, n few dashes of
ka and the fish. Fill the ramekins anil
cover with buttered crumbs. Place In
a hot oven for u few minutes, or until
the crumbs are a light brown. Garnish with parsley.
s
Escalloped Fish. Take three
of any cooked fish ; Hake It. Butter n baking dish, sprinkle with bread
crumbs, then cover with flaked fish,
from which all skin and bones have
been removed, then ndd more crumbs.
Cover with a cream suuee to which has
been added a tablespoonful of chopped
onion, a tablespoonful of Worcestershire sauce, two tablespoonfuls of
chopped parsley, two tablespoonfuls of
suuee and pepper to taste. Use two
cupfuls of white sauce. Hake uncovered for half an hour.
Fish Souffle. To one cupful of
flaked fish add n cupful of cream
sauce, three egg yolks beaten light nnd
two cupfuls of rlced potatoes. Fold In
the beaten egg whiles. Brush a baking pan with sweet fat, put In the mixture, rough it on top and bake until a
light brown. Serve at once,
Fish Salad. Mix a cupful each of
f
rice, celery nnd
cupful of mayonnaise and a tablespoonful of chopped
onion. Plnce any leftover cooked fish,
like halibut or haddock, in the center,
mixed with a half cupful of the mayonnaise and the rice unci celery around
It. Garnish with tomato Jelly cubes
or with parsley.
A cupful of flaked cooked fish of any
kind added to a cupful of good white
sauce, served poured over buttered
toast, makes a most nourishing luncheon dish.
cookA cupful of any
ed fish mny be added to any vegetable
salad. It Is especially good with pota
to salad.
In n

tnble-spoouft- il

.

cttp-ful-

'

II. God's Promise to Abram (vv.
2:3).
God's demand for separation was followed by a seven-folpromise a gracious engagement on the part of God
to communicate certain unmerited favors and to confer blessings upon him.
1. "I will make of thee a great nation." (v. 2.). This in some measure
compensated for the loss of his country. He escaped from the defiling Influences of his own nation, and became
the head of n chosen nation. This was
fulfilled In a natural way In the Jewish
nation and in Ishmael (Gen. 17:20),
also In a spiritual seed embracing both
Jews and Gentiles (Galatiuns 3:7-8)- .
2. "I will bless thee" (v. 2). This
wns fulfilled (1) Temporally (Gen.
He was enriched with
lands and cattle, sliver and gold. (2)
Spiritually (Gen. 15:0; John 8:50). He
was freely justified on the grounds of
his faith. The righteousness of Christ
was imputed to him.
3. "And muke thy name great" (v. 2).
He renounced his father's house, and
became the hend of a new house which
would be venerated far and wide. He
Is known as the friend of God (James

E do not want to miss

'

,

d
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A knuckle of ham In coup gives a
seat and flavor to the dish, but more
than one serves only to spoil the pottage.

T IS more essential
this year than ever
facts
I
the
believe
and
"Vigilantes,"
before to save every
to be virtually as stated. But If they
lilt of food possible.
were not, and If the hyphen did acFruit and vegetables
here
remain
and
alive,
there
tually
which may be stored
would not the most sensible policy
for winter use will
assume
as
treat It
dead, and at least
be Just that much to
no
to
be dead, wherever It showed
It
call upon when nil
virulent signs of life? In other words,
Bl
Bj CmHilm'
such foods nre
men cannot be goaded Into loyalty;
scarce and high.
they only accumulate a sense of
Olive Oil Pickles. Take n hundred
And It was
under the goad.
medium-sizecucumbers, sliced thin,
never more important than at this
the peeling on, ndd two lnrge
leaving
present time that we should uvold Inonions sliced, place In layers anil let
justice to any citizen. Suspicion, rustnnd over night In one cupful of suit,
mor and coincidence of circumstance
Drain and add
pound each
should Influence neither our judgments
of white mustard seed nnd black raus-- I
nor our actions; much less should we
tard seed, two tablespoonfuls of celery
vent our passion against Germany
seed, a pint of olive oil and enough
we
whom
him
the
of
upon
person
good vinegar to cover them well. Seal
called the
In fruit Jars ami keep In a cool place.
one
I speak from the standpoint of
Beet Relish. Chop one quart of
n
who bitterly opposed the
cooked beets, add a quart of chopped
position on the war prior
cabbage, two cupfuls of sugnr, a ta- to the American entrance, April, 1917.
blesponnful of salt, a teaspoonful of
n
But the sympathy of the
pepper, half a teaspoonful of cayenne
with the Germnn cause,
.and a cupful of grated horseradish;
add enough vinegar to make It of the
prior to that date. If rightly comprehended, does not imply a sympathy
right consistency and enn nt once.
To Can Corn. Without Cooking.
continuing beyond that date, though
to many minds this is either an ImTake nine cupfuls of corn cut from
the cob, fresh from the field, ndd one
possible paradox or a symptom of
cupful of salt
cupful of sugar,
credulity Imposed upon by almost
Mix and
barefaced hyprocrlsy. It Is neither.
and one cupful of water.
stand until the salt and sugar nre well
The
beholding a
war between Germany and the allies,
dissolved. Then can In sterile cans.
He had not
Freshen before nslng.
aided with Germany.
Mustard Pickles. For those who
been alienated from Germany, as the
like a cucumber pickle with a slight
rest of us had been alienated (by the
flavor of mustard, the following will
Revolutionary War) from England.
Tuke a gallon of good
be enjoyed:
Be saw merely a contest between forvinegar, add to It a cupful of dry mus-- ,
eign powers and aided with that from
tard mixed with half a cupful of salt.
which he sprang. But when his own
Drop the cucumbers dally as they are
country came to actual war with Gern
found
picked Into this mixture until the vinemany the
gar will not cover them. They will be
himself to be an American. Nevertheready to eat In a week. For variety
less, It Is hard for him to show his
add a small bag of spices, a chill peppatriotism when we say to him : "Now,
per or two and a little sugar. These
drop
you
dirty
pickles will keep Ann and crisp until
your tricks and speak up I Repeat
they are all used.
these words In a loud shout, 1 am an
Read This Slowly And Think.
Ripe Tomato Pickle. Take three
American and I love the flag,' and If
pints of ripe, peeled snd chnpjied toDoes my life please God?
you don't about loud enough we'll
The Greatest Mistake.
matoes, one cupful of chopped celery,
kick you, and maybe we'll kick you
Am I studying my Bible dally?
It has been snid that the only one
four tablespoonfuls of chopped red
Am I enjoying my Clirlstiun life?
anyhow 1" Such . Instruction does not who never makes a mistake Is the one
pepper, four tablespoonfuls of chot-peseem quite statesmanlike, or
Is there anyone I cannot forget?
who never does anything. But to do
onion, four tablespoonfuls of salt,
either.
Have I ever won a soul to Christ?
nothing Is the greatest mistake possix tablespoonfuls of sugnr, a half
sible. A life without endeavor, action
Germans to Germans.
Hq,w much time do I spend In prayteaspoonful each of clove and clnnn-moMargaret Deland, lately returned and purpose, Is a failure. Mistakes er?
one teaspoonful of grated nutAm I trying to bring my friend to
from France, says that over there, not are not as serious as Inaction, rememmeg, and two cupfuls of vinegar. Mix
Do
Christ?
German
of
and
ber.
do
best
prisa
something,
your
company
long ago,
well and keep covered. It will keep
Have I ever had a direct answer to
oners. Just captured, were being sent Never be disheartened by the confor
year, and Is ready to use, after
enhave
that
sciousness
blundered.
when
you
they
the
front,
prayer?
from
back
mixing, in a week.
cannot
Girls'
I
Is
up
there
American
Companion.
give
anything
an
regiment
countered
for Christ?
Just where am I making my greatJority, it was found, more prevalent est mistake?
Memories of Boya and Girls.
girls than the boys. The moAm I doing anything I would conThey tell me the memories of boys among
ment that an occurrence touched a demn in others?
and Cheese
up to ten years of age are Infinitely
Apple, Watercress
Interests she at once
How does my life look to those who Salad. Take a pint of watercress,
better than those of girls; after ten girl's personal
to
; a boy Immediatefourof
exaggerate
began
until
the
Christians?
age
not
re
lead,
the girls
from the stems and mixed with
How many things do I put before picked
teen is reached, when the boya again ly became silent or noncommittal.
apples; place
one quart of finely-cu- t
Boston
of
Post
hundreds
testa
of
duties?
Some
excel.
my religions
In aalad bowl lined with lettuce, finely
of
h
the
between
ages
to
tried
ever
I
and
Have
give
girls
boys
Bub one cream cheese
shredded.
A Fair Chance.
of my Income to the Lord?
eleven and fourteen recently disclosed
a sieve, spread over the top
through
I'm
a
told."
"It's
declared
play,
great
of
time
and
much
facts.
How
money and cover with a
my
these
of French
while dressing.
The do I give to Christ?
It also brought out the fact that Mrs. Subbubs
dressing. Garnish with
r
mayonnaise
act
after
act
takes
second
one."
had
truer
a
place
a
made
world
better ot four stuffed olives cut In slices. Serve
Is the
large majority
being
girls by
"We may be In time for that,'
Idea of color than the boys.
by my living in It?
at once.
Subbuba."
maMr.
mented
a
were,
Inaccuracies
large
by
Maryland Tract Society.
d
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Shopping bugs and work bugs have
become indispensable now that women
are busying themselves about so many
things, and especially since they are
uiuking it a rule lo entry small par-

cels for themselves. Already the shops
are beginning to place new ones on
display, aulli'lpallng the holidays Hint
always bring a tremendous demand
for bags of all kinds. This year's
business Is expect lug a demand for
bags and for the muterlals of which
they are made, that will exceed all
For the mood of
previous records.
the public favors useful gifts m holiday lime and the bag holds first place
ninong theiu.
H Is in new mountings anil
thai Ihe new bugs differ from
ami
Metal
those of last year.
celluloid divide honors In frames and
mountings for both shopping mid work
Work lings are a trifle smaller
hags.
than they were or those maile of rib-

half-Inc- h

niiu-inlng- s

bon ami silk iin1.
Many very practical bags are imiile of cretonne ami
lined Willi sateen mid those Intended
for daily service in nil kinds of weather find a light weight black oilcloth
the host of ninterlal.
In the picture the shopping bag at
Ihe left Is made of plain snlin nnd ribbon brocade and is mounted on a sil

VlQ

ver frame with silver handle. It Is
finished Willi a sliver tussel. None nf
these are actually "silver," but they
look like II ami are best described by
that name, although they are of somo
composition, .lust ns pretty handle
ami frames for shopping hags are
mnde of celluloid In all colors.
Hags
of taffeta, In the same color as street
with
celluloid
these
are
made
frocks,
mountings.
The bug at the right Is of plain satin
ribbon
live strips Joined
together
Conventional roses and
form It.
center
the
strip.
leaves ale applied to
There are four of them, cut from
green anil led satin and outlined with
hind; embroidery silk. At lie ribbon
counter bags of this kind are on display wilh ihe mountings for them.
Thcv are not difficult to make.
I

Have a Ribbon "Tarn."
Bands of gray grosgraln ribbon were
put together with heavy gray silk embroidery threads and used to make
the crown of one of the "tarns" go
popular with girl wearers since the
visit to this eoiinlry of the French
A tassel and velvet
"Blue Devils."
headband added to the
gray ribbons made a tain as pretty as
ild offer for early fall war.
a sliiq

Something New on Fashion's Horizon

The shorten! life Is longest If 'tis best,
'Tls ours lo work, to Ood belongs the
rest.
Our lives are nieusured by the deeds

SEASONABLE

LET US CAN WHAT WE CAN.

(

Pickles. Slice
Cucumber
cucumbers a
thick, cover three quarts with a brine
of one cup of salt ami three quurts
of waler. Pour the brine boiling hot
over the cucunibers. Let stand, three
days, pour off, reheat and cover. Bepeat the fifth and seventh days. Then
take half vinegar and water and alum
the size of walnut, pour boiling hot
over the pickles nnd let stand three
days. Then put into a Jur a layer
of the pickles, sprinkle with a layer
of chopped onion and green peppers,
a few raisins. Cover with boiling hot
vinegar nnd brown sugar In equal
Place a bag of mixed
quantities.
spices, cinnamon and cloves In the
Jar.
Green Tomato Pickles. Slice one
peck of green tomatoes and six good
sized onions, cover with one cupful
of salt and let stnnd twenty-fou- r
hours. Drain nnd cook In two quarts
of vinegar, two pounds of brown sugar, one ounce of cloves (whole), two
ounces of stick cinnamon. When cooked until tender but not broken set
aside to cool. When cool aild one
either
cup of fresh horseradish,
grated or In small pieces and two
tablespoonsfnl of mustard. Place In
a lnrge Jar covered with a plate ami
weight.
d

we do,

Sniollet.

pi Ah I

Sweet

tinger-sl.e-

The thoughts we think,
we pursue.

2 :23).

"Thou shnlt he a blessing" (v. 2).
It was a grent thing to be thus honored
nnd blessed by God, but to be the medium of blessings to others wns greater
still. It Is more blessed to give than to
receive.
5. "I will bless them that bless thee"
(v. 3). God so Identified himself, with
his servant thnt he regarded treatment
of Abrum ns treatment of himself..
Christ so completely Identifies himself
with Ills people that he regards wrong
done to them as done to himself. Since
he wns God's friend, Ood regarded acts
performed toward Abrnm as performed
toward himself. In all ages since then
the nntions and Individuals thnt have
used the Jew well have been blessed.
0. "And curse him that curseth thee"
(v. 3). The nations that have been
agninst thp Jews have never prospered. While God nt different times
used the surrounding
nations as
scourges of Israel, he in turn punished
them for their mistreatment of Israel.
7. "In thee shall nil families of the
earth be blessed" (v. 3). This has been
fulfilled (1) In the Jewish nation being made the repository of the Oracles
of God. Through them the Bible has
been given to the world. (2) The
bringing into the world of the Redeemer.
(3) In the future time when the
Jews shall be God's missionaries in
carrying the good tidings of the Gospel
to the ends of the earth.
III. Abram'e Obedience (vv.
Abrnm at once departed out of his
own land. He proved his faith by his
works. He did not argue or parley.
Neither did he demand some guarantee, hut stepped out upon God's naked
word. There were difficulties in his
way, hut faith in God mnde him brave.
Faith in God gives victory over the
To go
world. He worshiped God.
Into a heathen tnnd nnd establish true
worship requires a courageous faith.

putting up various
relishes, pickles und
conserves which will
give variety to our
menus tills winter.
Put a
Piccalill.
.
peck of green tomatoes, three green
n
Co""''Q
peppers, two smull
cabbages, four
onions and six large cucumbers
through a meat chopper and spriukle
with one cup of salt, let stand over
night, drain and cover with three
quarts of vinegar anil four pounds of
sugar. Cook thirty minutes.
Tuke
West Bend Marmalade.
equal parts of crab apple and ripe
tomatoes, cook together as marmalade, adding the desired amount of
sugnr. The stewed apple and tomato
nre put through n sieve, before the
sugar Is aililed. The combination of
flavor Is particularly good and

HERE are so many
dainty dishes using
leftover fish which
arc both palatable
and wholesome.
Fish a la Creme. '
f risti"wi'(i4tii hi
Put two
Im

11:8-1-

God.

THIS IS PICKLING TIME.

WAY8 WITH LEFTOVER FI8H.

TOR
MATERIAL
ADDITIONAL,
Hebrews
TEACHERS Genesis 11:27-3-

trust

Pleasure comes through toll and not
and Indolence. When
by
one gets to love work, his life la a
happy one. Ruskln,

A meet temper Is to the household
what sunshine la to trees and flowers.

6

The Day of the Bag

the objects

GOOD THINGS.

windfall apples
should be gathered
each day and either
canned without augur or dried for winter use.
Apple Fluff. Separate the yolk and
white of a fresh
J Wi(TAr0i?w7a
M
"Cow mist ov
egg. Set the white
on Ice and put the
yolk In u saucepan with u cup of milk,
of
i pinch of salt and u tablespoonful
honey, cook until smooth, flavor with
a few drops of vunllla uiid set on Ice
In a deep bowl place 8
to chill.
grated apple, add a half cup of sugar,
gradually, then turn over the egp
until
white and beat with in
Pile Into a!
the mixture Is
green howl, pour the chilled custard
around It nnd serve. This is a most!
delicious dish.
Prune Salad. Chop tine one pound
of soaked, pitted prunes. They should
before chopping. Add
lie
a red
one chopped onion und
pepper, one tublespoonful of vlnegur,
n dash of mustard und suit and two
tablespoonsful of ollvtt oil. Serve on
head lettuce.
Marshmallow Salad. Take equal
almonds and
parts of shredded
diced apples, add diced celery and
marshinallows cut fine, the whole
mayon- plentifully enfolded with
naise. Serve on lettuce.
Chopped dates and apple, celery
and nuts make a most appetizing
snlnd. A salad which even those who
object to the acid of fruits, may eat
with no III effects Is pear salad. This
is a quick salad, with canned pears nl-ways at hand In an emergency. Place
n drained canned pear on lettuce,
cover with chopped nuts and surround
with boiled or mayonnaise dressing,
Blanched almonds cut In quurters mny
be stuck Into the peur In pluce of the
chopped nuts.
Stuffing for Game. Cook chestnuts
in the water in which the game has
been parboiled. When tender, drain
and mash, add one spoonful of minced
f
cup of crumbs, a dash
ham,
of vinegar, snlt and pepper, mix well
nnd moisten with melted butter nnd
Staff nnd let
the yolk of an egg.
stand an hour to flavor the bird before baking.
I.L

egg-whi- p

stt-T- .
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Beef Tongue With Vegetables.
Boil a fresh beef tongue one hour;
skin and lnv In the roaster noon n

Here is something realty brilliant,
fairly thrilling the last word in sets
for motor wear. .lust ns colored yarns
had established themselves as the
smnrtest of trimmings for hats and
other tilings, a new material, as soft
as silk nnd as shiny as glass, floated
over the horizon of fashion. This material and yarns were simply mnde for
modistes discovered It
one auothei
Immediately, and they were Joined In
this lovely motor set made for renl
service. There Is a bat and n bag and
an Irresistible belt that supports the
"
mascot nil Paris Is wearing.
nnd "Blntintln." n grotesque
little maid and her mate, both made of
yarn, dangle from this belt nnd exchange confidences while they protect
their fair owner from harm.
This new material reminds one of
pntent leather but resembles It in the
way thnt plaid chiffon looks like gingham. It is bluck nnd brilliant, but ns
light weight and pliable as velvet.
There Is no name thnt describes It nnd
one will have to lie invented to fit It.
In the hat shown In the picture the
crown is merely a large, soft puff set
on a graceful brim thnt curves up nt
the left side. There is a hand about It
finished at each edge with deep buttonhole stitches of purple yarn, and a
small cluster of qtialut flowers at the
front, also made of the yarn In lighter
shndes. The hag Is finished In the
same way with buttonhole stitching
nnd yarn flowers nnd hnngs from n
long band thnt forms a loop" for the
arm. The same sort of band supplies
the belt and this belt might be omitted, If It were not thnt Xanuette and
"Xnn-nette-

The Return of Net.
Combinations of black chnntilly with
net are frequently noted in
layer of diced carrots, turnips, celery, black silk
much to the encourpotatoes, peas, beans nnd button on- - the new gowns, who are Interested in
ions and small round tomatoes. Pour agement of those
about the tongue some of the water In seeing nets return to favor. In some
which it was boiled ; cover and cook Instances, black novelty net laces nre
In dull soft
Remove the ' handsomely embroidered
slowly two hours.
a pleastongue, tnke out the vegetables with shades of blue which afford
a fOVImmpF
ThlrbAti Mia 0Taw .i,k ing relief from the all black effect.
browned flour. Dish the tongue, ar- Here nnd there a touch of metal is
leadrange the vegetables In heaps about Introduced In practically all the
ing tvpes of black lares, but thus far
It and pour the gravy over alL
are of value chiefly be- such
j

j
j

Itlntintiii must have some means of
support.
It happens that a black taffeta frock
makes the best of back grounds for
tills set, but It Is made to lie worn
with any sort of street dress and will
not clash with any of the quiet fashionable colors. It is called a motor set
but mny be counted upon for other
wear and is either really rain proof or
has put up a most successful and convincing camouflage.

All In Blue.
An lmiomuion little blue jacket has
a circular cape collar which entirely

covers tlie shoulders, but ends well
above the waist. The small turnovei
collar is of
pique, which Is
the prevailing material for collars and
revers of every shape and size. The
attractive front of this unusual little
Jacket shows the cape does not meet
or fasten, but falls from the neck In
an
oieniug. w hich finally
forms two points. Down one side of
the cape is a row o mandarin blue
satin buttons, and on the other a corresponding Miinhcr of buttonholes, piped
with the same color.
chalk-whit-

e

g

Practical Blouse.
needs huve produced a
shirt Mouse for women, strictly tailored In design nnd finish. This blouse
is of natural pongee, with patch
cuffs and detachable
stock collar.
Wnr-servic- e

turn-bac-

cause they furnish a sense of variety.
Plain white net Is again being used Is
women's neckwear.
Ball Fringe.
Bull fringe is used on some of the

newer cotton frocks. It i very effec
tive ns an edging to tunics and
skirts.

i

Tunica Are Worn.
Tunics nre as much worn as
and are often carried out in tricot
an underskirt of smooth satis).

I

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS
WILL HOLD IMPORTANT
MEETING SATURDAY NIGHT

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF

will be held at
the Knights of Pythias lodge room
Saturday night at which time Win.
DuVall. supreme representative of the
domain of Kansas and a member of
the board of control of the insurance
department of the order, will be present and speak to the members on
matters of interest in Pithianism,
more especially with reference to the
insurance feature of the order.
Grand Chancellor C. A. Whited
will be lure on this occasion and
will of course have something worth
while to say.
Past Grand Chancellor Bowers will
be present as well as several mem
hers of Mineral Lodge No 4, Albu-- !
querque.
The lodge will be in secret session
for a short time for the transaction
of necessary business after which the
doors wilt be opened and all friends
interested in Pithianistn will tic

F.t

State senator George A. Kaseman
was here from Albuquerque this week.

Catholics of the city with two masses
in the morning.
Vespers were held
in the Cathedral Thursday night.

Santa Fe mourns the death

of An-

OEffATEl

RULES

A special meeting

General and Personal
John H. Sargent, merchant of
Rito was in the city recently.

FED

EXPLAINED

NEW MEXICO

FOREIGNERS' HOJ'ES

f.

W. C. A. DOING SPECIAL WORK
AMONG BOHEMIANS AND SPANIARDS TO HELP GOVERN.

Ltf.

'

ENT.

"THINK IT OVER"
You need your money
And I need mine.
If we both pet ours,
It would be fine;
But if you get yours,
And hold mine too,
What in the world
Am I going to dof
"Think it over."
And This
Some men dig while others dream,
Some men boost while others knock.
Some men think the days are long,
home men quite forget the clock.
Some men hope while other men
Go complaining day by day?
Have you ever met a man
Who has made complaining pay?
And Why Not This
Let tu talk less and think more,
Worry less and work more,
Waste less and give more,
Preach less and practise more.

RED CROSS ROOMS
New Museum Building
Sewing room open every afternoon, 2 to 5.
Gauze room open every morn-in- g
(except Saturday), 10 to
l2
Every afternoon (except Sunday), 2 to S; Thursday evenings, 7 :30 to 9M

.

dres Rivera, son of Ramon Rivera
of 344 Garcia Street, the first soldier from this city to lay down
his life for the cause of civilization
Rivera has
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hney arc the in the F.oropean war.
honored America and his home.
proud parents of twin daughter. The
li'tlc ladies arrived last Friday.
The city of Santa Fe was extendHon. H. O. Rursiim, of Socorro, ed a vote of thanks for its warm hosattended the Republican State Con- pitality to the delegates of the Revention hell here this week.
publican convention, as also bv the
Democrats.
Senator T. B. Ca'ron
Dr. Tannns, of Albuquerque, spent was thanked for bis excellent
s
a few days in the city during
as presiding offirer.
looking after his patients.
All the members are earnestly re- .
ft f ; . I
rrr.Mr.1
clTinl
I, lw .ten nti t A i r irivo
Mrs Nora Ilnimbark, of Albiiquer-- : (;. Hclmirk qll.rnm
has resumed and wMllthe matter all publicity possible
has
of
tl
bend
beet) appointed
que,
go into an officers tr.vning camp, amort; 'hose who should be interest
Interiritioiial College at Chihiuh
lie was at the lircidco for armvjid.
Mexico.
training, and this mr.kcs bis s"ro" !
attempt to enter the military scr PROMiNFNT MEN ARE ASK- s
i:
.lib n, of
ire. Mr llelmirk is from Soi.orrc
ING AID FOR ARMENIAN
"Iir in tl'
vi" a "isinp
AND SYRIAN CHILDREN
'
7 fe
r.!
V.
V. 1"). ivies w:ini to M!r
ivur
1. M
.tiiuii, TV D rep-iur rrron'U to anlv
it
the n a ' i' n rniTinitve for
in fo nn nf,i"rr-trinim; can'
C,r;m
lt'i
rnd Syrian relief, of New
w,
o e nrtr nif rrvir'
f.
Ml
in h
ci' y t lav !'
Anton Mayer publisher of the
Chieftain was a convention
visitor

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State
RED CROSS

ft

Nations who was born and
raised in Grant county and whose
parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Nations
live on the Gila a short distance
from Duncan which is their postof-icThe information
this exploit and another Inconcerning
which he
assisted is the capture of four German officers, was conveyed to his
parents in a telegram received about
Jimmy

e-

Two obstacles to fflclent execution of the government'! food comer-Ttioplans bid fair to disappear m
the work of the Internationa! Institen days ago.
tute, the division of the Young Wo- He is well known in this part of
men's Christian Association devised
the country from the fact that
as
a
to dual with problems of foreign-borrather small boy he was one of
the
best
in
this part ot the
jockeys
women, extends its work.
country and rode in several of t' e
Glad To Help America
San Antonio has been the center China
important races that took place there
Chinese sympathy and friendship
of thin type of work in the South- for the United States were shown
and elsewhere within recent years.
He enlisted shortly after the outwest, but recent trips of sectional in striking fashion during the last
break of the war and the first trip
leaders
Texas disclosed Red Cross drive for funds to carry
through
made by his company to the rifle
the fact that the number of women on the organization's relief work in
range established him as a crack
Europe. An account of the appeal
in Texas who spoak Bohemian la ex m.lrlp
rifle shot. The instruction he reM
in China fnr n
fnr tn PpH
ceived in this work further improved
coeuea oniy Dy cne numDer Rpeamug Cross has been received from Julian
his shooting, and early in the game
Kuantah. Women of notthnr nf tJiMa Arnold rnmmprrhl attar-af c;han.
Woman Drives In Races
he was selected to become a
?''''' saying that the Chinese of all Raton
I. uonalities have hitherto co operatThe Brighton, Colorado, Register and further special training wassniper
givc
j
no''v:
F.
thoroughly and understandlngly
Mrs.
A. Walker, a Raton en him. It was then that he was
" t, - r"ponn,ca n riiinsiia rtrr ivs
says
'
who
.
Vl" the food conservation program.
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Save Wheat and Meat by Eating
More

Only Grniisl Prize.
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SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT
COMPANY
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